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EAMONN 6 CARRAGAIN 

VISUAL THEOLOGY WITHIN A LITURGICAL 
CONTEXT: THE VISUAL PROGRAMMES 

OF THE IRISH HIGH CROSSES 

In the first place, I wish to pay tribute to Dr Peter Harbison, the 
greatest living authority on the Irish High Crosses. His three-volume 
corpus of Corpus of the Irish high crosses is the one indispensable 
reference work on the subject, certainly the greatest work ever 
written on these monuments 1

• It is at present out of print, and I 
hope it will not be long before it is reprinted, perhaps updated by Dr 
Harbison himself For more than a generation, Dr Harbison has 
generously placed his unrivalled knowledge, and his equally unrivalled 
collection of photographs, at the disposal of all students of these 
monuments. Like all the scholars who work in the area, I am deeply 
in his debt; and would like to dedicate the present lecture as a tribute 
to his work on the crosses. 

A number of important general studies of the Irish high crosses 
have been published since Harbison's book appeared. They all, 
appropriately, draw on and acknowledge his work, while dissenting 
from, or modifying, some of his conclusions. Peter Harbison himself 
made a further important contribution to our understanding of the 
political setting of an important group of Irish high crosses in 1993, 
soon after his book appeared, when he argued that the Ahenny group 
of crosses, on the borders of the kingdom of Osraighe, could be 
dated to the reign of the high king Madsechnaill (AD 846-62), and 
reflect the king's domination over the raighe 2

• Raghnall 6 Floinn 

l. P. HARBISON, The high crosses of Ireland: an iconographical and photographic survey, 3 vols, 

Bonn, 1992 (Romisch-germanisches Zentralmuseum, forschungsinstitut fiir vor- und 

friihgeschichte, Monographien, Band 17, 1-3). 

2. P. HARDISON, A high cross base from the Rock of Cashel and a historical reconsideration of 
the 'Ahenny group' of crosses, Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy, section C, XCIII (1993), 

pp. 1-20. 
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built on and modified Harbison's conclusions in 2001. He agreed 
with Harbison's dating, and thus with the general political setting of 
the group; but he argued convincingly that this group of crosses 
were erected by the contemporary king of the Osraighe itself, 
Cerball mac Dunlainge (847-88), to mark the borders of his kingdom 3

• 

Roger Stalley has made a number of important contributions to our 
understanding of the iconography, style and artistry of the crosses, 
starting with his major article on the Irish high crosses and European 
art in 1990 4 . This article pointed out just how singular was the 
range of images on the Irish high crosses. Even on the relatively late 
crosses, such as Monasterboice and Kells, major Carolingian themes 
(such as the Virgin Mary) figure seldom, if at all. Stalley argues, against 
Franyoise Henry and Peter Harbison, that the Irish high crosses draw 
on a wealth of early Christian iconography which is likely to have 
reached Ireland (from Rome, and from other early Christian sources) in 
the seventh and eighth centuries, some of the images perhaps as 
paintings on wood. Particularly valuable is Stalley's recent identification 
of the activities, and description of the style, of an anonymous artist 
who worked on the figural crosses at Monasterboice, Kells and 
Clonmacnois 5• Stalley's work complements that of Harbison, and 
to some degree provides a stimulating counterweight to it. Following 
Stalley's general approach, Dorothy Hoogland Verkerk has provided 
further evidence of how important, for the Irish high figural high 
crosses, were early Christian iconography and Irish pilgrimage to 
Rome 6

. Two succinct and well-illustrated introductions to the 

3. R. 6 F101NN, Patrons and politics: art, artefact and methodology, in Pattern and purpose in 
insular art: proceedings of the fourth international conference on insular art, held at the National 
Museum and Gallery (Cardiff, 3-6 September 1998) , ed. M . REDKNAP, N. EDWARDS, S. 

YouNGS, A. LANE, and]. KNIGHT, Oxford, 2001, pp. 1-14. 
4. R. STALLEY, European art and the Irish high crosses, Proceedings of the Royal Irish 

Academy, Section C, PRIA, Section C, XC (1990), pp. 135-58. 
5. R . STALLEY, Artistic identity and Irish script1-1re crosses, in Making and meaning in insular 

art, ed. R. MOSS, Dublin, 2007, pp. 153-66. Peter Harbison, in arguing that Carolingian 
influence was central to the iconography of the Irish high crosses, accepted the thories ofF. 

HENRY, Irish art in the early Christian period (to 800 A.D.), London, 1965; EAD, Irish art during 
the Viking invasions (800-1020 A.D.), London, 1967. 

6. D. HOOGLAND VERKERK, Pilgrimage 'Ad limina Apostolorum' in Rome: Irish crosses and 
early Christian sarcophagi, in From Ireland coming: Irish art from the early Christian to the late 
Gothic period and its European context, ed. C. HouR1HANE, Princeton, 2001, pp. 9-26. 
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Irish high crosses have been published: one by Roger Stalley, whose 
short book has deservedly been reprinted; and another by Hilary 
Richardson. and John Scarry 7. On the iconographic themes of the 
Irish crosses, the major contribution since Harbison's three volumes 
is Kees Veelenturfs fine man graph on eschatological themes 8

. In 
another study, Veelentmf emphasized the importance of early Christian 
iconography for the high crosses, as Stalley had done; and argued 
convincingly that insular images of the meeting of Paul and Anthony, a 
recurrent motif on the Irish high crosses, are derived from early 
Christian images from Rome of the harmony between Saints Peter 
and Paul. This linking of a Roman apostolic motif with the insular 
monastic motif of Saints Paul and Anthony meeting in the desert 
further reinforces the evidence provided by Stalley and Verkerk 
(and by Peter Harbison himself) that Roman, and in particular early 
Christian iconographic images (presumably acquired by pilgrims) 
provided much of the visual language of the Irish figural crosses 9 . 

It is clear that such monuments were interpreted at different 
levels: by nuns, monks and clerics, by educated laity, and by the illiterate. A 
number of scholars have addressed the question of audience, building 
on Ann Hamlin's brief but fact-packed article of 1987 lO. Her article 
discussed the Irish high crosses: since then, similar work has been 
carried out on some of the Anglo-Saxon crosses, in particular by 

7. R. STALLEY, Irish high crosses, Dublin, 2004 (first published in 1996); H . R1cHARDSON 

and]. ScARRY, An introduction to Irish high crosses, Cork, 1990. 

8. K. VEELENTURF, Dia bratha: eschatological theophanies and Irish high crosses, Amsterdam, 

1997 (Amsterdamse historische Reeks, kleine Serie, Deel 33). On this theme, see also K. 
VEELENTURF, Apocalyptic elements in Irish high cross iconography?, in Pattern and purpose cit. 
(note 3), pp. 209-20. 

9. K. VEELENTURF, Trish high crosses and continental art: shades of iconographical ambiguity, in 
H oURIHANE, ed., From Ireland coming cit. (note 6), pp. 83-102 . On the motif of the meeting 

of Saints Paul and Anthony, see also E. 6 CARRAGAIN, The meeting of St Paul and St Anthony: 
visual and literary uses of a Eucharistic motif, in Keimelia: studies in archaeology and history in 
honour of Tom Delaney, ed. G. MAcNIOCAILL and P . WALLA CE, Galway, 1988, pp. l-58; Io, 
Ritual a11d the Rood: liturgical images and the Old English poems of the 'Dream of the Rood' 
tradition, London and Toronto, 2005, pp. 153-60; Io., Ruthwell and Iona: the meeting J)f St 
Paul and St Anthony revisited, in The modern traveller to our past: studies in honour of Ann 
Hamlin, ed. M. MEEK, Gretton, Northants, 2006, pp. 138-44. 

ro. A. HAMLIN, Crosses in early Ireland: the evidence from written sources, in Ireland and Insular 
art A.D. 500-1200, ed. M. RYAN, Dublin, 1987, pp. 138-40. 
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Jane Hawkes and Carol Neuman de Vegvar II. In her paper for the 
present volume, Dr Jennifer O'Reilly has spoken about how the 
monastic culture common to the two Atlantic islands, Ireland and 
Britain, is reflected in their illuminated manuscripts. In the present 
paper, I will take a similar approach, asking what is in common, as 
well as what divides, the monuments of the two islands. 

The insular monumental stone crosses are likely to have had 
many sources of inspiration. Long before Christianity, large monumental 
standing stones were an existing feature of the prehistoric British and 
Irish landscapes, and such features may possibly have made early 
Christian clerical patrons receptive to erecting stone crosses which 
would update and rival such ancient monuments 12

. More direct 
inspiration is likely to have come from the accounts of the Holy 
Land, in which both the Irish and the Anglo-Saxons were particularly 
interested. In the early fifth century, the Emperor Theodosius II 
(AD 408-50) had erected a jewelled cross on top of Mount Calvary, 
a monument which was represented, or perhaps anticipated, by the 
Roman mosaic of Santa Pudenziana, which was probably executed 
before AD 415 13

. Liturgical prescriptions for the Major Rogation 
processions each April make it clear that a monumental cross stood 
outside the walls of Rome, at the foot of Monte Mario 14

. A famous 

l l. J. HAWKES, Reading stone, in Theorizing Anglo-Saxon stone sculpture, ed. C.E. KARxov 

and F. ORTON, Morgantown, WV, 2003, pp. 5-30; C. NEUMAN DE VEGVAR, Converting the 
Anglo-Saxon landscape: crosses and their audiences, in Text, image, interpretation: studies in 
Anglo-Saxon literature and its Insular context in honoitr of Eamonn 6 Carragain, ed. A. M1NN1s 

and J. RollERTS, Turnhout, 2007, pp. 407-30; see also E. 6 CARRAGAIN, At once elitist and 
popular: the audiences of the Bewcastle and Ruthwell Crosses, in Elite and popular religion, ed. K. 

CoOPER and]. GREGORY, Woodbridge, Suffolk, and New York, 2006 (Studies in Church 

history, 42), pp. 18-40. 

12. See J.E. WooD, Sun, moon and standing stones, Oxford, 1978; S. CASARTELLI NovELLI, 

Segni e codici dellafigurazione altomedievale, Spoleto, 1996, p . l 3 8. 

l 3. See S. HEID, Kreuz, Jerusalem, Kosmos: Aspekte friihchristlicher Staurologie, Munster, 

2001; V. TmERIA, Il mosaico di Santa Pudenziana a Roma: ii restauro, Todi, 2003, pp. 79-85; 

CASARTELLI NOVELLI, Segni e codici cit. (note 12), p. 65. 
14. NEUMAN DE VEGVAR, Converting the Anglo-Saxon Landscape cit. (note l l ), pp. 422-6; 

J. DYER, Roman processions of the Major Litany (litaniae maiores) from the sixth to the twelfth 
century, in Roma Felix - Formation and reflections of medieval Rome, ed. C. NEUMAN DE VEGVAR 

and E. 6 CARRAGAIN, Aldershot and Burlington, VT, 2007, pp. 113-37; on the origins of 

insular monumental high crosses, see R. BAILEY, England's earliest sculptors, Toronto, 1996, 

pp . 3-41; J. M1TCHELL, The high cross and monastic strategies in eighth-century Northumbria, in 
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wooden cross, revered as a relic, was erected by King Oswald of 
Bernicia before the battle at Heavenfield at which he defeated King 
Cadwallon of Gwynedd (AD 633 or 634) 15

. Before succeeding his 
brother Eanfrith as king of Bernicia, Oswald had been for seventeen 
years in xil e in Dal Riata, Irish or Celtic territory on the western 
seabord of cotland, which included the island-monastery oflona 16

. 

It seems likely that wooden monumental crosses were erected at 
Iona soon after the death of the founder, St Columba. Bede states 
that Oswald's cross was the first cross erected in Northumbrian 
territory: Oswald may have been inspired, not only by Constantine's 
famous vision at the Milvian Bridge, but also by his experience of 
the monastic landscape at Iona 17

. 

Processional crosses, often highly decorated with gold and jewels, 
were a feature of early medieval liturgical ceremonies. From Ireland, 
we have the eighth- or ninth-century Tully Lough Cross, a wooden 
cross encased in bronze decorative plates, with bosses studded in 
amber 18

. This processional cross was found in 1986 in a lake in Co. 
Roscommon, near the important Patrician foundation ofKilmore. It 

New offerings, ancient treasures: studies in medieval art for George Henderson, ed. P. B1NSKI and W. 

NoEL, Stroud, 2001, pp. 88-rr4; H. RICHARDSON, The concept of the high cross, in Irland und 
Europa, Die Kirche im Friihmittelalter - Ireland and Europe: the early Irish Church, Stuttgart, 

1984. On the transition from wood to stone, and the forms of the Irish high crosses, see D. 

KELLY, The heart of the matter: models for Irish high crosses, in Journal of the Royal Society of 
Antiquaries of Ireland, CXXI (1991), pp. 105-45; EAD., A sense of proportion: the metrical and 
design characteristics of some Columban high crosses, in Journal of the Royal Society of Antiquaries of 
Ireland, CXXVI (1996), pp. 108-46; N. EDWARDS, Origins of the free-standing stone cross in 
Ireland, in Studia Celtica: Bulletin of the board of Celtic studies, XXXII (1985), pp. 393-410; M. 
WERNER, On the origin and form of the Irish high cross, in Gesta, XXIX (1990), pp. 98-1 l l; R. 

STEVICK, Shapes of early sculptured crosses of Ireland, in Gesta, XXXVIII (1999), pp. 3-21; ID., 

High cross design, in Pattern and purpose, cit. (note 3), pp. 221-32. 
15. Bede, Historia Ecclesiastica Gentis Anglorum, III, ii, in Bede's Ecclesiastical History, ed. 

B. CoLGllAVE andR. MYNORS, Oxford, 1969, pp. 214-19. 

16. Bede, Historia Ecclesiastica, III, iii: ibid., pp. 218-9. 

17. KELLY, The heart of the matter cit. (note 14), p. 106. On the relevance of Constantine 

to the Anglo-Saxons, see J. HAWKES, The legacy of Constantine in Anglo-Saxon England, in 

Constantine the Great: York's Roman emperor, ed. E . HARTLEY, J. HAWKES, M. HENNIG and F. 

MEE, York, 2006, pp. 104-14. 

r8. For discussion and illustration, see E. KELLY, The Tully Lough Cross, in Archaeology 
Ireland, LXIV (2003), pp. 9-10; see also Kelly's account, and illustrations, of the cross at the 

website Imp:/ / iri.slrnmrcvicw.co111/ hrml / vol20 no3ltuUy/ fcawro: ~uUy.hm1 (site 
consulted 20 August 2009). 
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is now displayed at the National Museum in Dublin. From a Continental 
centre under Anglo-Saxon influence, we have the famous Rupertu
skreuz 19

. At the Irish monastery of Clonmacnois, the stone high 
crosses were recently moved from their original sites into the site 
museum, to protect the stone against deterioration. Under the two 
crosses which still stood in their original position, Heather King 
found post-holes. This seems to indicate that at Clonmacnois the 
stone crosses replaced earlier wooden crosses 20

. At Clonmacnois, 
also, it is clear that the three crosses were placed in a significant 
relationship to the monastic churches on the site 21

• It is possible 
that, at the major site of Armagh, crosses were placed to mark the 
boundaries between various parts of the city 22

• 

On the Ahenny high crosses, the bosses and interlace decoration 
were clearly designed to recall precious metalwork (Figs. r-3) 23

. 

The five bosses on the crosses at and near Ahenny also had an important 
symbolic function: to recall the five wounds of Christ, on his hands, 
his feet and in his side 24

. Each of the Ahenny crosses has a massive 
base (Figs. I, 3) which, as first Helen Roe and then Hilary Richardson 
have convincingly argued, was designed to recall the hill of Calvary 25

. 

In addition, these crosses were equipped with capstones which, 
Hilary Richardson has argued, may have been intended to recall the 
anastasis aedicule, the tomb of Christ, in the martyrium complex at 
Jerusalem 26

• It seems likely, therefore, that Irish high crosses could 

19. For discussion and illustration, see The making of England: Anglo-Saxon art and culture 
AD 600-900, ed.]. BACKHOUSE andL. WrnsTm, London, 1991, Cat. No. 133, pp. 170-73. 

20. H. K1NG, Burials and high crosses at Clonmacnoise, in Death and burial in medieval 
Europe, ed. G. DE BOE and F. VERAEGHE, Zellik, 1997, 127-31. 

2r. Ibidem; the matter is discussed further in T . 6 CARR.AGAIN, Early Irish churches: 
architecture, ritual and memory, New Haven and London, forthcoming. 

22. See the Annals of Ulsters.a. l 166.4 in S. MAC Am.T and G. MAC N1ocA1LL, ed., The 
annals of Ulster (to 1131), Dublin, 1983, p . 153 · 

23. See HARBISON, The high crosses of Ireland cit. (note l), I, pp. II-15; II, figs 7-29; 6 
FLOINN, Patrons and politics cit. (note 3), pp. l l-!2; CASAR TELL/ NOVELLI, Segni e codici cit. 

(note 12), pp. 48-50, 154-58. 

24. M. SWANTON, ed., The Dream of the Rood, Exeter, 1987, p. ro6. 

25. H.M. ROE, The high crosses of western Ossory (Kilkenny, 1962), p. 13; RICHARDSON, 

The concept of the high cross cit. (note 14), p. 130; RICHARDSON and ScARRY, An introduction to 
Irish high crosses cit. (note 7), pp. 24-26. 

26. RICHARDSON, The concept of the Irish high cross cit. (note 14), p. 130; RICHARDSON and 

ScARRY, An introduction to Irish high crosses cit. (note 7), p. 24. 
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be de io-11ed, :in more sense tha n one to provide imag s of th holy 
places. ~J'he Irish ·ajnts' lives empha ·i e that a recuning te_m p_tation 
of Irish monks wa to leave th monastery and take off on p1lgnm ge 
to Rome or to the Holy Places. Even a major saint such as Kevin of 
Glendalough suffered from such a temptation: his Latin Vita tells us 
that a devil entered into his clogs or shoes to make him want to leave 
the monastery on pilgrimage 27

. On occasion, a high cross could act 
as a defence against such temptation, reminding the monks that, 
through monastic and liturgical observance, they had Rome, and 
indeed Mount Calvary, at home. The life of St Berach tells us of a 
young monk who could not be dissuaded from setting off on pilgrimage 
to Rome. Finally, Abbot Berach gave in to him, and courteously 
agreed to accompany the young wanderer on the first few miles of 
his long pilgrimage, before bidding him farewell. But after a few 
miles, the travellers were granted a vision of Rome itself, arid of the 
liturgical splendours of the city. To commemorate the vision, Berach 
had a cross erected: and, we are told, to go in pilgrimage to that cross 
was the same as to go the same distance on a pilgrimage to Rome. In 
this case, it is clear that a local cross was intended to function as a 
substitute for, and a distraction from, Rome or Jerusalem pilgrimage 28

. 

For the remainder of this lecture, I will concentrate on two related 
themes. The first is that, while scholarship hitherto has concentrated 
on identifying the subjects of the individual scenes or panels on the 
figural high crosses, we are now, as a result of the work done by 
scholars in the last thirty years, in a better position to assess the 
overall theological message of individual crosses: to enquire how the 
individual panels add up to a more or less coherent theological 
statement, made by the cross as a whole. The second is related to 
this: I shall argue that some, at least, of the high crosses were 
designed to reveal their meaning gradually in the course of the day, 
as the sun in its course shone, first on the east, then on the south and 
west, sides of the cross. Modern scholars usually carry out much of 
their study of the crosses using the excellent photographs at present 

27. Vita Sancti Coemgeni, xxx, in Vitae Sane/arum Hiberniae, ed. C. PLUMMER, 2 vols, 
Oxford, 1910, I, pp. 249-50. 

28. The Irish vernacular life of St Berach, ch. xxx, in Bethada Naem nErenn, ed. C. 
PLUMMER, 2 vols, Oxford, 1922, II, pp. 41-42; see E. 6 CARRAGAIN, The city of Rome and the 
world of Bede, ]arrow, 1995 Garrow Lecture, 1994), pp. 37-8. 
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available, in books or on line. When they visit the monastic sites, it is 
usually for relatively short periods of, say, a few hours (Peter Harbison 
must have been an exception to this tendency, however: to take his 
splendid and comprehensive set of photographs must have taken 
many hours of patient waiting until the sun was in the right position 
to illuminate particular details of the monuments). But medieval 
monastic or clerical viewers, who lived on the monastic site, would 
have experienced their local high cross( es) in a rather different way. 
Most, if not all, of the high crosses were intended to be erected in 
the open air 29

. If so, the appearance and meaning of the crosses was 
not static but dynamic: the appearance of the monuments changed 
during each day, slowly but regularly, as the sun gradually shone on 
different sides of the cross 30

. Such regular change offered an opportunity to 
designers: they could, on occasion, use the sun's course as a guide to 
the figural programme on their cross. The sun's daily course (and 
perhaps also its seasonal course through equinoxes and solstices) 
would have provided the community with a daily guide to where 
the iconographic programme began, how it developed, and where it 
culminated. In short, the high crosses were meant to be lived with: 
the interaction between cross and sun provided the local community 
with silent but effective lessons, daily and yearly, in how the local 
cross(es) should be understood. In the present paper I shall discuss 
five crosses where, I shall argue, the iconographic programmes were 
consciously designed to exploit this regular daily progression of the 
sun. I shall begin by examining the two earliest surviving N orthumbrian 

29. A possible exception is the now fragmentary Anglo-Saxon high cross at Rothbury. 
On its transom are holes, probably designed for candles: the use of candles on a high cross 

suggests that the monument was designed to stand within a church: see BAILEY, England's 

earliest sculptors cit. (note 14), p . 9; J- HAWKES, The Rothbury Cross: an iconographic bricolage, in 

Gesta, XXXV Ir (1996), pp. 73-90; and EAD., Symbols of Passion or Power? The iconography of 
the Rothbury Cross-head, in The Insular tradition, ed. C. KARKOV, M. RYAN and R.T. FARRELL 

(Albany, NY, 1997), pp. 27-44. The Anglo-Saxon Ruthwell cross, probably designed 
originally to stand out of doors, seems to have been placed within an ecclesiastical building, 

probably a church (perhaps on the site of the present Ruthwell Parish Church) before the 

end of the eighth century, or early in the ninth: for a summary of the evidence, see E. 6 
CARRAGAIN, Ritual and the Rood cit. (note 9), pp. 27-32, 21 l-13. 

30. The now fragmentary cross at Rothbury, if designed to be placed inside a church, 

would be an exception to this theory: see the studies by BAILEY cit. (note 14) and by HAWKES 

cit. (note 29). 
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figural high crosses, Ruthwell and Bewcastle, because the designers 
of these monuments clearly made use of the daily course of the sun, 
and p rhap · indeed of its sea ona l course also. I shall then go on to 
argu that the ame daily progre sion of the un is important in 
interpreting th ree of the Iri !!h high era es: at M oone, at KeU · and at 
Mona terboice. ln each of these five crosse ' th e sun' daily course 
provides us (or in the case of the Moone Cross provided u ntil recently, 
when the high cross was, quite properly, moved indoors to protect it 
from the weather) with a daily lesson in how the monument should 
be read. 

The earliest Northumbrian crosses to survive are those at Bewcastle 
(of which only the shaft survives, not the cross-head, which seems to 
have been detached from the cross in the early seventeenth century) 
(Figs. 4-ro); and the high cross at Ruthwell, torn down by Presbyterian 
iconoclasts in l 642 and reconstructed from damaged fragments in 
the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries (Figs. l 1-19) 31

. 

Each of these monuments is to be dated to the first half of the eighth 
century: that is, to the age of Bede or within twenty years or so of 
his death. We shall first look briefly at the way in which the sun's 
daily course helps us to interpret these two related monuments. 

It is best to begin with the Bewcastle cross-shaft (without prejudice 
to the question, which cross was erected first, Ruthwell or Bewcastle?) 
because it stands in its original position and orientation, and because 
its association with the sun's daily and yearly course is particularly 
clear. As part of a panel of vine-scroll on the south side, the cross
shaft bears a sundial: clearly, the sun's course was important to the 
designers (Figs. 6-8). Each morning, at Bewcastle, the rising sun 
shines on the east side of the cross with its great vine-scroll (Fig. 6); 

3 r. On Bewcastle, see R. BAILEY and R. CRAMP, Cumberland, Westmorland, and 

Lancashire North-of the-Sands, Oxford, 1988 (Corpus of Anglo-Saxon stone sculpture, II); on 
Bewcastle and Ruthwell, EMLEY, England's earliest sculptors cit. (note 14); both crosses are 
discussed in 6 CARRAGAIN, Ritual and the Rood cit. (note 9). Recent discussion of these 
monuments has included theories, vividly expressed but unconvincing, that they were 
designed, not as crosses, but as obelisks, to which the crossheads were added later: see P. 

O'NEILL, 'A pillar curiously engraven; with some inscription upon it': What is the Ruthwell 

Cross?,Oxford, 2005 (British Archaeological Reports, British Series, 397); and F. ORTON, I. 
WooD and C.A. LEES, Fragments of history: rethinking the Ruthwell and Bewcastle monuments, 

Manchester, 2007. On the weakness of the 'obelisk theory', see C. NEUMAN DE VEGVAR, 
Converting the Anglo-Saxon landscape cit. (note l l), pp. 409-1 o. 
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the midday sun shines on the south side with its sundial (Fig. 7) and, 
finally, the setting sun shines on the figural programme of the west 
side (Figs. 9 and 1 o). In other words, each day the sun still encourages us 
to see the progression, on that cross-shaft, from vine-scroll to sundial 
and finally to the figural programme: it defines the figural programme as 
the climax of this sequence of three sides. 

However, it is useful to begin at the north side, on which the 
sun shines only in the summer, and then slantingly (Figs. 4 and 5). 
Medieval authors associated the north side, not unnaturally, with 
cold, darkness, and therefore with evil and the devil 32 . At the centre 
of the north side at Bewcastle, there is a remarkably large and 
carefully-designed panel of chequer patterns (Fig. 5). The chequer-panel is 
the third, or central, panel of five panels on the north side of the 
shaft (Fig. 4). The two panels above the chequers, and the two below, 
together provide an elaborate double frame for the chequer-panel: 
its centrality to the design of the north side is therefore impossible to 
miss. The inner part of this double frame, immediately above and 
below the chequers, consists of paired small panels of 'insular' interlace. 
The outer part of the double frame, at the top and bottom of the 
shaft, consists of two matching large panels, filled with 'Mediterranean' 
foliage. Both on the north and also on the south sides of the Bewcastle 
shaft, the designer consistently alternated panels in an 'insular' style 
with panels in a more naturalistic 'Mediterranean' or 'continental' 
style. It is as if the designer wished to emphasize that the Bewcastle 
community lived in a border land, between Anglo-Saxon territory 
to the south (where the English were much concerned to have their 
church reflect the 'mores Romanorum'), and Pictish, Celtic and 
Columban territory to the Nmth and West 33

. This regular alternation 
between 'insular' and 'continental' images, not found on the other 
sides, also hinted that the north and south sides of the cross-shaft 

32. B. MAURMANN, Die Himmelsricl1tungen im Weltbild des Mittelalters, Munich, 1976 

(Miinstersche Mittelalterschriften, 33), pp. r 3 5-203; and D. SCULLY, The third voyage of 
Cormac in Adomnan's 'Vita Cohnnbae' : analogues and context, in Text, Image, Interpretation cit. 

(note r 1), pp. 209-30 (at pp. 222-30). 

33. J. HAWKES, The plant-life of early Christian Anglo-Saxon art, in From earth to art: the 
many aspects of the plant-world in Anglo-Saxon England, ed. C. B1GGAM, Amsterdam, 2002, pp. 
257-80; EAD., 'Iuxta 111orem Romanormn': stone and sculpture in the style of Rome, in 

Anglo-Saxon styles, ed. G. HARDIN BROWN and C . KARKOV, Albany, NY, 2003, pp. 69-roo. 
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should be seen as especially related: that they were designed to echo 
and c rnplement e, h other. 

he carefull.y-framed panel of chequ i: · on the north side seems 
to hav been de igned to hint that the whole Bewcastle Cross should 
be associated with light and darkness. As the chequer-panel is on the 
north side, it is only after the Spring equinox and before the Autumn 
equinox that the ·un hines on the hequ rs. Th panel c 1.nprises 
« l:\~enty-fiv r w of altemat four sunken and four raised d1equers i> 

3'1• 

To • ppreciatc th visual effe t, it is usefu l to b o-in by con ntrating 
n the t p or b ttom rows of the panel. T he panel pres nt! us with 

three-and-a-half interlocked 'bright' equal-armed crosses, formed 
by the raised chequers; and, in contrast, three-and-a-half interlocked 
'dark' crosses. By 'interlocked' I mean that the transom of each cross 
simultaneously forms part of the transom of the crosses to its left or 
right, while the lower vertical arm of each cross simultaneously 
forms the upper vertical arm of the cross directly below. Each 
'bright' cross has a dark square at its central crossing, while each 
'dark' cross has a bright square at its centre. The onlooker's attention 
naturally shifts from 'light' to 'dark' and back again, in the effort to 
make visual sense of the chequers. Making visual sense of them 
necessarily involves seeing whether they fit into larger patterns, and 
these patterns comprise crosses made up of'light' and 'dark' patterns. 
The contrast between 'light' and 'dark', visible at all times of the 
year, becomes more sharply defined after the Spring equinox and 
towards the Summer solstice. The '-and-a-half feature reinforces 
the effect of shifting, changing patterns: it encourages in the 
onlookers a feeling of uncertainty and mystery. It hints that they can 
change their minds, from moment to moment, about where the 
individual crosses begin and end. In addition, this feature suggests 
that the 'light' and 'dark' cross-patterns are endless, and might be 
imagined to continue 'off-screen', beyond the borders of the 
chequered panel. Early each morning and late each evening from 
the Spring equinox to the Summer solstice, as the sun's rays 
gradually shine on more of the sides (as well as on the faces) of the 
individual raised chequers, the contrast sharpens between the 

34. BAILEY and CRAMP, Cumberland, West111orland, and La1·1cashire North-of-the-Sands cit. 
(note 3 r), p. 64. 
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darkness of the sunken chequers and the brightness of the raised 
ones. The contrast then gradually diminishes from the Summer 
solstice onwards. As well as forming the central feature of the design 
of the north side, the chequers may possibly have been designed to 
echo visually the now-lost head of the Bewcastle Cross: an early 
drawing of a detached equal-armed cross-head found in Bewcastle 
churchyard, which may possibly be that of our monument, was also 
covered in a pattern of raised and sunken chequers 35 . If so, the 
theme oflight and darkness was not only important on the shaft, but 
also on the now-missing crosshead. 

The panel of chequered crosses, central to the north side of the 
Bewcastle cross-shaft, forms part of a much wider symbolic pattern 
which dramatizes the seasonal symbolism oflight and darkness. Each 
morning, at Bewcastle, the rising sun illuminates the East side of the 
cross with its great vine-scroll (Fig. 6); the midday sun shines directly 
on the south side, opposite to the side with the panel of chequers 
(Fig. 7). The south side has, like the north side, five panels of ornament: 
but the pattern of alternating styles is now reversed, so that the small 
patterns of 'insular' interlace form the first, third and fifth panels, and 
the large panels of 'Mediterranean' foliage come second and fourth. 
The 'insular' panels, in particular, continue the sense of riddling and 
mystery which we saw in the chequer-panel of the opposite side. 
On this south side, the first panel, at the foot of the shaft, is paiticularly 
elaborate and intriguing (Fig. 8). The onlooker can hardly help 
noticing that there is a distinct equal-'armed cross at the centre of the 
panel; that the interlace also forms two clear X- or chi- patterns, one 
above the other; and that these X- patterns, juxtaposed as they are, 
between them produce a large diamond- or lozenge-pattern which 
spans the width of the panel and provides a frame for the equal
armed cross. We shall see, later in this paper, that Christian commentators 
of the period considered X- and lozenge-patterns to be significant 
(compare Fig. 8 with Fig. 20). It was appropriate that such shifting, 
changing patterns should appear on the side of the shaft on which 
the sundial measures ever-mutable time. The sundial has been 
sculpted on the lower half of the upper panel of foliage (the fourth 
panel from the bottom) (Fig. 7). The sundial presumably had 

35 . ID. , pp. 72-3, 172-3, and figs 117 and 118. 
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" a· -11 tises particularly in th regulat d life an e lesia ti al pr.. ' ' . . . 
. ttl 'r~·1 nt· but the e an not be eparated from its ·ymbohc function se e ... , . 

6 
. 

within the design of th· ro s-shaft 1 . lt ma k s th rel, tton betwe~n 
the cross and the sun's course, in the day and in the seasons, still 
more clear. T awards evening the sun, beginning to set, shines on 
the figural programme of the west side (Figs. 9 a~d ro). In other 
words each day the sun encourages us to appreciate the gradual 
progr~ · ion 011 that cro -shaft, fr~m vine- croll to s~mdial and 
finally to rhe figural programme which appe rs as the chm.ax of an 
ord red equ nee. The id · a that the figural programme was seen as 
the climax of a sequence is reinforced by two further factors: first, 
ever since the early centuries of Christianity, Christians, where 
possible, prayed facing a t: at Bewcastle, membe_rs of a C~ristian 
community would naturally have faced the west side of their cross 
for (private or public) prayer 37

. Secondly, _the upper ha~f o~ the west 
side at Bewcastle presents two juxtaposed icons of Chnst: m human 
form (recognized by beasts whose forepaws, significantly, take up 
the posture of prayer), and in symbolic form as the Agnus Dei, the 
central figure of the heavenly liturgy of St John's Apocalypse (chs 
4: r-6: 17) (Fig. ro). · At Bewcastle, each day the sun invites the 
audience to realise that the history of humankind, from Paradise 
(when Adam was created among the animals, and could participate 
in the Tree of Life) through the mutable events of history, would, 
for members of the body of Christ, culminate in union with Christ 
in the eternal liturgy of heaven (Figs. 9 and ro). The Bewcastle 
cross-shaft stands in as close a relationship to the daily and seasonal 
course of the sun as, for example, the sequence of monuments erected 
by Augustus in the Campus Martius at Rome; or the Roman Pantheon, 
where the sun still marks out the seasons across the vaulted roof and 
the upper part of the wall 38

. 

36. For an extensive recent discussion of the Bewcastle sundial, in the context of other 

sundials, see Fragments efhistory cit. (note 31), pp. 13 1-43 . 
37. On orientation for Christian prayer, see E. 6 CARRAGArN, The R1.1thwell Cross and the 

Irish high crosses: some points of comparison. and contrast, in RYAN, Ireland and Insular art cit. (note 

IO), pp. I 18-28 (at p. 120); Ritual and the Rood cit. (note 9), pp. 285-7. 
38 . On the Horologium Augusti, see F. CoARELLJ, Roma sepolta, Rome, 1984, pp. 72-91; 

on the sun in the Pantheon, see W.L. MACDONALD, The Pantheon: design, meaning, and 
progeny, Cambridge, MA, 1976, pp . 88-93. 
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On the west side of the Bewca le cro s- haft, the third panel 
(reading upwards from the foot of th r . ) on ·i t of, standin0 

human figure f Christ, his right hand ra i ed iJ1 ble in.g and hi. left 
arm holding book (Fig. 10)· hri t i acclairn.ed by a P• ir of 
(un pecifi d) beasts below his feet. The bea cs forepaw ar rai cd in 
prayer in the ancient orans-posture. Th ir inn r forepaw , n w d 1naged 
by rain, seem originally to have er ed t form an X - or c/ii-patt rn : 
if so, these animals, though unable to peak by thi il nt ge ture 
wittily acclaim Christ as Christos, the anointed on , th M es .iah. In 
the panel ju t , b ve at th top of ch haft, Chri t is pre ented in a 
ymbolic form a th Agnu ei. The ha1 d lamb i. held by a mal -

bearded human figure, tanding frontally: « hi right hand em rge 
fr 111 a fc ld of drapery and appears to b p inting a ro hi body 
t wards the lamb » 39. Each day, th ·un in its cour e encourage 
nl oker to relat the un 'al on th outh side to th se two figure 

(Fig. 9). The level of the bottom of the cen tral p n I of in ular 
int rla e n the outh side (the third pan J fr m the bottom) 
corre pond do ely t the lev l of th b ttom of th third panel on 
the we: t ide (« hi-i t accla imed by th beasts i>). Ac th cop f the 
shaft, the lev I of th to of th upperm.o t panel of in ular interlace 
on the uth side correspond clo ly co the top f the fourth panel 

n the we t sid ('Ch1i ta the Agnus i '). T h dail cour ·e f the 
w1 fr m uth to we. t would ncourage an audien e ac ew a tle 

to a s ciate panels three to five (re< ding upwar ) f the o uth ide 
with th p tially-related pa.n ls thr e and four (read.ing upwards) of 
th w t ide. f.n. other wor , th tm itself would h ve daily encourag d a 
community living at Bewcastle to a o iate the sundial en - n ed in 
its panel of foliage which in turn i flanked by tw pan l · of insular 
interla e, with the two standing figur aDd th ir a companying 

nimal on the west side: each aftern on the. un, moving from outh 
to west, silently insists on the spatial corre ·pondence betw en th 
south and west sides. 

If the figure holding the lamb represents John the Bapti t, the 
link was particularly meani.ngful because the liturgy link d the 

39. BAILEY and CRAMP , Cumberland, Westrnorland, and Lancashire North -of-the-Sands cit. 
(note 3 r), p. 63 . Space does not perm.it discussion of the human figure at the foot of the 
wesc sid , below the p:mel of runi in criptions. See especially the recent study of this panel , 
D. TH MSON, Thr tkwcastle F11/ro111•r- Evangelist, in Journal of the British Archaeological 
1lss<1cforio11, LXI (200 ') , r -2 3. 
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I _. d J h 11 the Baptist by me, ns of the solar cycle 
usm 1J 1st nn . d · 
I 

· I . the £j ur s asons. John the Oaptist was cone 1v s1x 
w 11c, p,ms · h 1· I f h 

I b c . }uist (Luke 1:36)· wb.il hn twas t e igtt t e 
m nt 1 • e1ot . . . I . - If -I 

ld 0 I .. . 
4

_
5 

· 9· 5) hi . cou 111 the Baptist was not 11111se t le ·wor o 111. • . • , . . • -

1
. I b t • ne to testify to che tru hght wh1cb e11hgh.c ns e eryone ig 1.t, U <.;, I d 1 . ) . ., - . 
~hn. 

1
: _9). T h . Bapci t him elf had ex pre e t 1err re at1 n 11p rn 

OI fc ll · 1g w rds· « H • must jncrea e, but l mu t d 'crease >) Oohn 
t 1e 0 OWll • · . . · l h 
3

:
3
o) . T he ·acl medieval liturgy associated th e nptma emes 

· 1 the 0 mi · imag 1-v of tbe un yearly course . l.t celebrated the 
wit i ' 1 · f h 
phy ica1 cone ptions. of hrist and John at ~ 1e equmo· e . _ t e 
Julian aJendar: Chnst on 25 M arch (th eighth da befo1 e the 
blend · of April), when the sun begins to get ~h - upp r hand over 
the darkness, and John on 24 September (the eighth day before the 
kalends of October), when the sun begins to be conquered by the 
autumnal darkness. It celebrated the births of Christ and John at the 
solstices: Christ's on 25 December (the eighth day before the k~lends 
of]anuary) when, at the darkest time of the year, the sun begi.ns to 
'increase' against the winter dark; and John's on 24June (the eighth 
day before the kalends of J~ly) ':hen t.h~ sun, having reach~d its 
apogee, begins to 'decrease . This Christian s4~lar cycle, whic~ is 
reflected for example in the martyrology ofBede , can be summanzed 

as follows: 
r. a[nte] d[iem] VIII Kalendas lanuarias (25 December) Nativitas 

Domini [dies crescens: a growing day] 

2. a[nte] d[iem] VIII Kalendas Apriles (25 Marc?) ADNUNTIATIO 

DOMINI ET PASSIO EIUSDEM [dies crescens: a growing day] -

3. a[nte]d[iem] VIII Kalendas lulias (24 June) Nativitas S. Ioanrns 
Baptistae [dies decrescens: a lessening day] . 

4. a[nte] d[iem] VIII Kalendas Octobres (24 Septe~l.ber) Conceptio 
S. Ioannis Baptistae [dies decrescens: a lessening day] 
The sun, its daily course from morning to evening, and i~s s~asonal 

course defined by solstices and equinoxes, forms a major principle of 
unity within the Bewcastle cross-shaft. 

When we turn to the Ruth.well Cross, erected some thirty miles 
to the west ofBewcastle and possibly by the same workship, we find 

40. See H. Q UENTIN, Les martyrologes /iistoriques du nwyen ilge: Etude sur la formation d1< 

martyrologe ronrnin, Paris, 1908, pp. 50, 52, 54-, 55. 
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versions of this same figural sequence, Christ acclaimed by the beasts 
and the Agnus Dei (Figs. II-19, especially Figs. 18 and 19). It is a 
reasonable assumption (though it must remain a speculation) that the 
Ruthwell Cross originally stood out of doors, and that these figural 
panels originally faced west, as they still do at Bewcastle 41

. Far more 
writing is inscribed on the Ruthwell Cross than on all the other 
insular high crosses put together (i.e. all the surviving high crosses in 
both islands, Britain and Ireland, taken together); and that writing is 
in two languages (Latin and English) and two scripts (runic and 
Roman). The Ruth well Cross has an extremely coherent 
programme, based on ceremonies found in Gelasian, and at times 
also in Gregorian, sacramentaries. In other words, the dynamic unity 
of the cross can be t b understood by seeing it within a context of 
communal rituals which must have been performed in some form by 
an ecclesiastical community (clerical or monastic or both?) at 
Ruthwell itself The first broad side, which may originally have 
faced East, presents a uniquely coherent celebration of the relations 
between the rites of Christian initiation and the incarnation of 
Christ (Figs. 11-15); while the second broad side, which may once 
have faced west, presents an equally coherent celebration of the 
ways in which Christ is to be recognized, in human and symbolic 
forms, in the Eucharist (Figs. 16-19). In sh01t, the Ruthwell Cross 
provid a pr found meditation unique in the Em pean ulptmc of 
the pre- arolingian p · riod, on rh devoti naJ imp Ii ari n of 
liturgicc 1 practice. Unlike the B wcastle ro . th utbwell 
monument has no sundial, and so a later generation at Ruthwell 
(perhaps before the end of the eighth century) could think it 
appropriate to move their great cross inside, out of the sun; or 
perhaps even to build a church building around the monument. As 
well as eliminating the sundial, the Ruthwell designer avoided 
patterns of insular interlace such as we find on the north and south 
sides at Bewcastle: he or she would find other visual means to 
celebrate what Roman and Celtic traditions held in common. Instead, 
the designer concentrated on expanding the Mediterranean Tree of 

4 r. On the hypothesis that the orientation of the Bewcastle shaft ca n enable us to work 

out the original mientation of the Ruthwell Cross, see Ric~1al and the Rood cit. (note 9) , pp. 

32-47. 
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Lili motif, making it central and pr?vidin~ it with it · own st1i~ng 
ckphrasti · verna uJar comment:iry, 11~ rum letters. Two matchmg 
Tr e of Life images now cov r th ~ 1de_ of th haft that (we may 

I thesize on th ba i f th nentat.J n of the Bewca tle haft) 
lypo I 1~ fL. c: . • oiiginally f: c n rcl1 and outh: t 1 · gr at r o uc ima ov 1 

not only the lower ·tone, but also ~he upper t 1~e a far a th 
tran om (Fi . 11 and 16). It designer g~ve th1s r s. -shaft a 
distinctive shape: while the Bewcastle sha~t is ain:o~t square at the 
bott 111 (5 x 54 m) at Ruthw LI th.e t\.v 1dc ( ng111ally north and 
south?) occupi d by the Tre f_ .1fe ar n~tTOV er than the other 
two ides. Th other two side · (ong111ally fa mg a t and west?) were 
made broad so that extensive figural programs could be sculpted on 
them: but, as we shall see, those programmes take their meaning from 
the great paired vine-scrolls or Tree of Life images which, with their 
runic tituli, form the symbolic centre of the cross. 

The Ruthwell designer provided the rooted vine-scrolls on the 
lower stone (i.e., those parts of the vine-scroll that any literate onlooker, 
familiar with runes, could easily read) with a carefully-edited verse 
narrative, in English and in runes, of the heroic death of Christ. The 
highly original narrative begins on the side of the cross that would 
probably have faced north originally (Fig. n). Unlike the four Gospels, 
which tell how the Cross came to Calvary w1th Chnst, borne by 
Simon of Cyrene (in the synoptic Gospels) or by Christ himself (in 
John i9:17), the English vernacular poem envisages t~e Cross 
already in place before Christ confronts it. Thus the English poem 
creates a disturbing encounter between Christ, who courageously 
chooses death, and a startled Cross, which sees itself required, not to 
defend its Lord unto death as any loyal warrior would do, but to 
stand fast and become its Lord's killer. The Cross was, in this way, 
required to become an apparent traitor to its lord, in the presence of 
enemies who mock them both: the most agonizing dilemma an Anglo
Saxon poet could imagine. This disturbing narrative, in which the 
cross and Christ are smTounded by enernies who mock them both, 
would have faced north if, as I have suggested, the Ruthwell Cross 
was originally oriented as the Bewcastle Cross still is. It was appropriate 
for the designer to place that part of the vernacular verse narrative in 
which the powers of darkness are triumphant on the north side, the 
side associated with darkness and the powers of evil. The opening 
sentence of the English poem runs across the top of the north side of 
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the lower stone and then, in a great column of runes, down the right
hand side of the vine-scroll: 

God almighty stripped himself 
when he willingly chose [wolde] to ascend the gallows 
brave before all men: I dared not bow ... 42

. 

. In choosing the gallows, God reveals himself: the narrative begins 
with a theophany. The first verb, ondgeredre 'stripped himself, is 
remarkable: Germanic warriors normally armed themselves for 
battle, they did not usually strip. The verb echoed, with ironic effect, a 
closely relat~d verb ongyrede, 'prepared himself'; more importantly it 
mtroduced mto the poem an important metaphor derived from the 
Epistle for the Sunday before Easter (Palm Sunday), Philippians 2:5-1r. 
There, at the beginning of Holy Week, the whole life of Christ, from 
inca~nati?n to crucifixion, was seen in terms of self-stripping, self-emptying 
(P~11hpp1ans 2T Greek eauton eken8sen, Latin exinanivit seipsum, 'he 
stnpped/empt1ed_ himself). These two related metaphors, stripping 
and_ emptymg, will shape the whole Ruth well narrative: it begins as 
a~rrughty God strips himself willingly to ascend the gallows, and ends 
(m the_se,cond titulus on the opposite narrow side of the lower stone) 
as Chnst s followers contemplate his dead body, emptied even of its 
blood. 

To read the two great columns of runes in which the first titulus 
is set out we have had to move from the right border of the inhabited 
vine-scroll to its left border (Fig. II). If we now continue, following 
the sun's daily course, we come to the first broad face of the cross: 
t~e side which, it is likely, originally faced east. Each morning the 
nsmg sun would have shone directly an image of the Annunciation 
(at the bottom of the shaft, just above the large base) (Figs. 12 and 
13) and t~e Visitation (at the top of the shaft, on the damaged upper 
stone) (~1?s. 12 and l 5). From at least the sixth century, the 
Annunciation and Visitation lections, already paired in Luke's gospel 
(Luke 1:26-38 and r:39-56), were read throughout Europe in the 
weeks before Christmas. The liturgy of the Advent season therefore 
presented the Incarnation as a three-stage process: Annunciation-

42. For an edition of the original Old English text , and detailed commentary, see Ritual 

and the Rood cit. (note 9), pp. 79-80. 
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Vi ·itation- Nativity. Dur at Ruthwell the Anm111ciati n and Visitation 
, re not juxtapo. •d; inst ad, th ey are separated by t\ o intervening 
panel . Before returning to Annunciation and Vi itation, it i b t co 
cngnir • into th · function of these intervening panel (Fig. 14). 
B r.veen th A11m1n i, tion :md Visitation panels the designer juxtaposed 
two imag· of encounter with lui t. Fi1-st, ju t abov the Aitnunciation 
panel hr:i t heal the man blind from birth (fohn 9:1-38) n image 
of conversion ; then, b ve it and ju t bel w the Visitacion pan I th e 
woman who was a sinner kneels at the feet of Christ (Luke T36-50), 
an imag of rep ntan e. The long captions for the e panels quote 
fr 111 the appropriate •Ospel pericope. , ach of which has Lenten 
as oc1aao11s. rn:ing Lent, catechumcn (whether adult or infant) 
were prepared for their baptism, which ideally took place during the 
Easter Vigil. Public sinners were, at the b ginning of Lent, solemnly 
excluded from church ceremonies, and were required to do penance: 
they would be symbolically reconciled to the community on Holy 
Thursday. Both catechumens and penitents were seen as growing 
towards a new birth in the womb of the Church. The Church was seen 
as pregnant, and as bringing both catechumens and sinners to a new 
Easter birth. This provides the rationale for the Ruthwell design, in 
which the panels of the Blind Man and of the Repentant Woman 
(Fig. l 4) were placed between images of the Annunciation (below 
them: Fig. 13) and the Visitation (above them: Fig. 15). The designer 
clearly saw spiritual growth, in conversion and repentance, as closely 
related to the growth of Christ towards birth in the Virgin's womb. 
The designer was evidently familiar, directly or indirectly, with the 
theology of Pope Leo the Great, who had written that Christ 
« placed in the font of Baptism that ve1y origin which he had 
assumed in the Virgin's womb. He gave to the water what he had 
given to his Mother. For, the same power of the most high and 
overshadowing of the Holy Spirit (Luke l: 3 5) that caused Mary to 
bear the Saviour makes the water bring the believer to new birth » 
[« O~igin~m quam sumpsit in utero Virginis, posuit in fonte 
bapt1smahs, dedit aquae quod dedit matri: uirtus enim Altissimi et 
obumbratio Spiritus Sancti, quae fecit ut Maria pareret Saluatorem, 
eadem facit ut regeneret unda credentem ».] 43 

43 · LEO I, Sermon XXV, par. 5, in Sancti Leonis Magni Romani pontificis tractatus septem 
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The designer emphasized the theme of pregnancy and birth by 
placing a vivid panel representing an archer, in the act of drawing his 
bow, just above the Visitation panel and under the transom of the 
cross (Fig. 15). The original transom has never been recovered, and 
was replaced by a modem transom at the beginning of the nineteenth 
century. In patristic commentary, Christ was seen, in the words of 
Isaiah 49:1-2, as« the chosen arrow[ ... ] hidden in [God's] quiver» -
hidden, that is, in a human body and human nature, and still further 
hidden, between the Annunciation and his Nativity, in the womb of 
the Virgin Mary. This passage of Isaiah had particular resonance for 
people in Britain and Ireland, because it called out to people who, 
like them, were at the ends of the earth: 

audite insulae et adtendite populi de longe 
Dominus ab utero vocavit me 
De ventre matris meae recordatus est nominis mei 
Et posuit os meum quasi gladium acutum 
In umbra manus suae protexit me 
Et posuit me sicut sagittam electam 
In faretra sua abscondit me [ ... ) 44 

Listen, ye islands, and give ear, ye people from afar 
The Lord has called me from the womb 
From my mother's belly he has remembered my name 
And he has made my mouth like a sharp sword. 
In the shadow of his hand he has protected me, 
and has placed me as a chosen arrow: 
he has hidden me in his quiver [ ... ] 45 

With remarkable daring, this very passage, universally applied to 
Christ in the Christian patristic tradition, was applied to John the 
Baptist on the feast of his Nativity (VIII kalendas iulias: 24 June). 
The Introit for Mass on that day. was based on Isaiah 49:1-2, while 
the first scriptural reading, Isaiah 49: l-7, made all literate clerics 

et nonaginta, ed. A. CHAVASSE, 2 vols, CCSL l38-138A, I, p. 123; translated by]. FREELAND 

and A. CONWAY, Saint Leo the Great: Sermons, Washington, DC, 1996 (Fathers of the 

Church, 93), p. 103. 
44. Isaiah 49:1-2: Vulgate quotations are taken from Biblia Sacra iuxta Vulgatam 

versionem, ed. R. WEBER and R. GRYSON, Fourth edition, Stuttgart, 1994. 
45. Trans., from the Vulgate, by the present author. 
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aware of the source of the Introit 46
. This unique application of 

Isaiah 49: l-7 to John the Baptist was a remarkable birthday-gift to 
John, the cousin and forerunner of ~~ri~t. The Ruth well ~rcher panel 
reminded its audience that the V1S1tat10n, represented JUSt below, 
would lead to two births which would change the history of the 
world: that of John (24June) and that of Christ (VIII kalendas ianuarias: 

25 December). Although there is n t1ndial on th RuthweU Cross 
the sun's yearly course, marking the easons by solstices and equinoxes, 
is central to its meaning. The pring equino r, 25 Mar h. (VIII 
kalendas apriles), was not only the feast of the Annunciation: it was 
also seen to be the anniversary of the first Good Friday, and so of the 
ordeal of Cross, required to kill its Lord 47

. 

Thus at Ruthwell, when the cross was first erected, the morning 
sun would have shone on a uniquely coherent set of images representing 
spiritual birth, and relating that process to the very beginnings of 
Christian revelation: the growth of Christ to birth in the Virgin's 
womb, from Annunciation to Visitation and Nativity (Fig. 12). It is 
likely that, on this side of the missing transom, there were images of 
baptism: for the spiritual growth of the Lenten catechumenate 
culminated in the baptismal ceremonies of the Easter vigil 48

. 

The midday sun would have shone on the south side of the cross, 
with its second great vine-scroll (Fig. I 6). Like the runic titulus on 
the other side of the stone, the ekphrastic titulus for this vine-scroll 
also begins with a short incipit (on the top margin of the lower stone) 
which leads to two great columns of runes. As on the opposite side, 
the right-hand column is to be read first, and then the left-hand 
column: the layout of the runes encourages the reader to follow the 
direction of the sun's course around the cross. There are significant 
contrasts between this second half of the runic vernacular poem and 
the first half on the opposite (north?) side. On the north side, the 
Cross and Christ were together mocked by their enemies; now (on 

46. For the Introit De ventre matris meae see R.-J. HESBERT, Antiphonale Missarum 

sextuplex, Brussels, 1935 , No. II9, pp. 134-5. See E. 6 CARRAGAIN, Chosen arrows, first 

hidden, then revealed: the Visitation-Archer sequence as a key to the unity of the Ruthwell Cross, in 

Early Medieval studies in memory of Patrick Wormald, ed. S. BAXTER, C. KARKOV, J.L. NELSON 
and D. PELTERET, Farnham, Surrey and Burlington, VT, 2009, pp. 185-204. 

47. See Ritual and the Rood cit. (note 9), pp. 83-94. 
48. Ibid., pp. 146-7. 
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th original outh .id ?) the 'nobl ' followers of hri t c me 
ea edy' from far and gather at the r hr1. t raised D the 

ro , begin to dnl\· all thing to hirnself (cf. john r2:32.) 49
. The 

Anglo- a.x n poet ha. ere, ted, and the Ruchwell de igner has 
carefully edit d a hi ghly ori i11a1 nan:ative ii.nage of the b ginning. 
f th. hm h it elf, een a· , people gathered around the body of 
hri t n the ros . 11, th n rth ide the po m had dramatized the 

terrible dilemma of the Cross: that it could not move or bow, but 
had to stand fast and bear its Lord to his death; in contrast, on the 
south side, the Cross now bows down to present Christ's dead body, 
emptied even of its blood, to the hands of his gathered followers. 
This narrative is unique: nowhere else, in Christian art or literature, 
does the Cross hand on the body of Christ to his followers in this way. 
There are, therefore, remarkable contrasts between the narratives of 
the first half of the poem (on the north side) and the second half (on 
the south side). The designer chose, with remarkable editorial 
sensitivity, to place the grim narrative of conflict and enmity on the 
dark north side, and to place the handing on of Christ's body to his 
loyal followers, a scene in which no one could have miss d the Eacharistic 
undertones, on the auspicious south side of the er hri tianity 
itself had, after all, come from the south to Britain and Ireland, these 
Atlantic islands at the ends of the earth 50

. 

The poem's narrative on the south side of the cross posed an 
urgent challenge to any members of an ecclesiastical community at 
Ruthwell who read the runes, or heard them sung: how were they 
to look upon the body of Christ, which the cross itself had handed 
on to his followers? How could they now participate in that vivid 
Good Friday scene? How were they, here and now at Ruthwell, to 
r cognize and react to that b dy? Each day the sun in its cour e 
sil ntly ugge ·t d a majestic an w . · t su h • challeng . Toward 
evening it shone directly on the s cond broad id (.fio-. ro), n 

49. On the word jimr: 'eagerly' as an adverb, see A. BAMMESllERGER, Old English runic 
inscriptions: textual criticism and historical grammar, in 'Beowulf and beyond, ed. H. SAUER and 

R. BAUER, Bern and Berlin, 2007, pp. 69-87 (at pp. 75-76). 
50. See]. O'REILLY, Islands and idols at the ends of the earth: exegesis and conversion in Bede's 

'Historia Ecclesiastica', in Bede le Venerable entre tradition et posterite, ed. S. LEHECQ, M. PERRIN 
and 0. SzERWJNIACK, Lille, 2005, pp. 119-45 (Collection: 'Histoire de !'Europe du 

Nord-Ouest', 34); and D. ScuLLY, The third voyage of Cormac, cit. (note 32) . 
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which the Ruthwell designer provided a uniquely-rich sequence of 
Eucharistic images, in a carefully-ordered sequence. The principles 
behind the sequen e are of particular interest to us, as, in due course, 
we will find ana l gous principles behind the sequences of images on 
the Cross of St Patrick and Columba at Kells, and also behind the 
rather different sequence on Muiredach's Cross, Monasterboice. In 
due order, reading from the bottom of the shaft, Christ is represented 
on his mother's lap, crossing the desert on the return from Egypt 
(Matthew 2:15): the scene is a fulfilment of the heavenly manna 
which had once fed the Israelites in the desert (Fig. 17) 51

. Just above, 
Christ is recognized in the breaking of bread (two ecclesiastical figures 
stand facing each other to break the Eucharistic loaf between their 
bodies, while the Latin titulus tells us, in the past tense, that « Saints 
Paul and Anthony broke bread in the desert») (Figs. 17 and 18). The 
third panel is a variant of the panel at Bewcastle in which Christ is 
acclaimed by, and between, two living creatures. At Ruthwell, the 
animals still clearly cross their paws to form the Greek letter Chi, an 
X-pattern which is visually echoed by his name and messianic title 
'IhS XPS', inscribed in Roman capitals at the top of the panel (Fig. 
l 8). The fourth panel is also a variant of a Bew castle panel. At 
Ruthwell, this fourth image of the Eucharistic sequence is on the 
upper stone, directly opposite the Visitation scene on the first side: 
John the Baptist, clad in fine garments, stands pointing across his 
body at the Agnus Dei, whom he cradles in his left arm (Fig. 19). 

Modem onlookers have found the logic behind this sequence difficult 
to understand. It begins with a scene from the New Testament (the 
Return from Egypt), and proceeds with a scene which may be based 
on, or at least refer (by means of its titulus) to an episode in Jerome's 
Life of St Paul the First Hermit (who died in the middle of the 
fourth century). But the next panel returns to the New Testament, 
St Mark's account of the temptations of Christ in the desert, where 

5 I. While to see the panel as a Return from Egypt, and so as referring to the Gospel of 
St Matthew, better suits the iconographic sequence of this second broad side of the cross, it 

is necessary to point out that the image could also be interpreted as a Flight into Egypt: see 

VEELENTURF, Irish high crosses and continental art cit. (note 9), pp. 94-6. For fig. 17 I have 
chosen a photograph of the painted cast of the Ruthwell Cross in the Manchester museum, 
to remind the reader that high crosses, both in Britain and in Ireland, were probably painted 
originally: see BAILEY, England's earliest swlptors cit. (note 14), pp. 5-11. 
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«he [Christ] was with the wild beasts, and angels ministered to him » 
(Mark l: l 3). The Agnus Dei scene on the upper stone seems to be 
an original creation, based on the heavenly liturgy of chapters 4-6 of 
St John's Apocalypse. In the Ruthwell sequence, the sculptors move 
confidently between scripture and hagiography. For the designer, 
the thematic progression was primaiy: in order to develop the (Eucharistic) 
theme of the recognition of Christ, he or she felt confident to move 
from scripture to hagiography and back again to different parts of 
scripture. Apart from an emphasis on Eucharistic themes, two further 
elements seem to be important to the thematic unity of this side of 
the shaft. First, there is a regular alternation between human and 
symbolic representations of Christ: he is represented as a human 
figure in the 'Return from Egypt' and 'Christ acclaimed by the beasts' 
panels (the first and third from the bottom of the shaft); but he is repre
sented symbolically in the Breaking of Bread and Agnus Dei panels 
(the second and fourth). Secondly, there is a gradual progression 
towards eschatological themes. In the third panel, at the top of the 
lower stone, Christ acclaimed by the beasts is already called 'the 
judge of fairness' ('iudex aequitatis')(Fig. 18). On the upper stone, 
eschatological themes predominate: as Agnus Dei, Christ is placed in 
the context of the heavenly liturgy of the Apocalypse (Fig. l 9). We 
may assume that Christ was again represented on the missing transom, 
surrounded by the four evangelists with their animals. Of these, St 
Matthew and his angel survive below the transom (Fig. 19), while St 
John with his eagle (mistakenly reversed in the modem reconstruction) 
was represented on this side of the upper arm of the cross-head. We 
can only speculate as to how Christ was represented on this side of 
the missing transom (the present transom is a nineteenth-century 
substitute): as a human bust-portrait, or once more under the symbol 
of the Agnus Dei? The regular alternation between 'naturalistic' and 
'symbolic' representations of Christ on this side of the shaft suggests 
that at the centre of the missing transom Christ was represented in 
human form, for example as a bust portrait, at the centre of the 
transom. Both possibilities are reflected in surviving fragmentary 
eighth-century cross-heads from Hoddom, some ten miles from 
Ruthwell 52

. 

52. Ritual and the Rood cit. (note 9), figs 14-r 5 on pp. 32-3 5. 
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Before leaving the Ruthwell Cross, I wish briefly to examine 
one of the Eucharistic panels (the second from the bottom of the 
shaft) on this second broad side, the side that may originally have 
faced west. The inscription to the panel states, in the past tense, that 
the first Egyptian monks, Saint Paul of Thebes and Saint Anthony 
the Abbot, once broke bread in the desert (Fig. l 8). But the panel 
should not be taken as simply a representation of Saints Paul and 
Anthony. As we have seen, Kees Ve lenturfhas shown that the image is 
modelled on Roman images of th harm ny of the apostles', i.e. of 
Saints Peter and Paul. To match the Roman image of the Concordia 
Apostolon1111 in. ular designers worked out an Insular image of Concordia 
Mo11aclwr11111: h;n.111ony, that is, between the eremitic life (represented by 
St Paul of Thebes, the first hermit) and the communal monastic life 
(represented by St Anthony, the first Abbot) 53

. The panel therefore 
should not be seen as simply an illustration of St Jerome's Vita of St 
Paul the first hermit. The panel presents the two figures, breaking a 
loaf of bread between their bodies, in distinctly liturgical terms. 
These monks or clerics are clad in flowing robes. They stand in a 
formal tableau: they are not, as in Jerome's Life of St Paul, seated to 
their desert meal. The particular interest of this panel is that, while 
the motif of Saints Paul and Anthony breaking bread is a very 
common Eucharistic motif on Pictish and Irish monuments, this is 
the only definite representation of the two saints to survive from 
Anglo-Saxon territory 54 . 

This panel seems to indicate that the Ruthwell sculptors were in 
touch with Columban traditions. Perhaps a single generation before 
the Ruthwell Cross was erected Adomnan, Abbot of Iona, in his 
Life of Saint Columba, told the story of Bishop Cronin of Munster. 
This episode makes it seem likely that at Iona, when a priest visited 
the monastery, he was in courtesy invited to celebrate the community 
mass. At the breaking of bread for communion, the Abbot and the 
visiting priest together broke the loaf between them at the altar 55 . 

When they stood at the altar to break the loaf between them, they 

53- '(EE~ENTURF, Irish high crosses and continental art cit. (note 9), pp. 90-93. 
54- E. 0 CA1tRAGA1N, The meeting of St Paul and St Anthony, and Ruthwell and Iona cit. 

(note 9) . 

55. Adomnan, Vita Columbae, I, ch. 44: Adomnan's life of Columba, ed. A.O. ANDERSON 
andM.O . A NDERSON, Oxford, 1991, pp. 8o-8i. 
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enacted a visual tableau which was clearly designed to recall visually 
the way in which Saints Paul and Anthony had long ago broken 
bread in the desert. The Ruthwell 'Paul and Anthony' panel seems 
primarily to refer to the liturgical tableau referred to by Adomnan, a 
monastic tableau of friendship and welcome; the titulus seems 
designed to remind the community at Ruthwell that this tableau, 
which Adomnan presented as having already been invented in Iona 
during the lifetime of Columba (and therefore as possibly invented 
and certainly approved by the founder Columba himself), was based 
on the meeting between Saints Paul and Anthony, and on the way 
in which they together 'broke bread in the desert'. It may be that the 
Ruthwell community themselves imitated the Iona tableau of 
priestly welcome. Whether or not this was so, the Ruthwell panel 
provides evidence of intellectual contact between Iona and this small 
Northumbrian monastery. It also implies that this Northumbrian 
community respected and valued the spiritual traditions which Irish 
Columban monasticism could teach them. 

In style and form, the Ruthwell and Bewcastle crosses were designed 
to recall Rome. Above each massive base, each cross forms a tall, 
slender column, visually reminiscent of uch I oman monuments as 
the obelisk which stood to the south of t Peter' basilica 56

. With 
their relief sculpture, they may also have been intended as Christian 
versions of the Roman triumphal columns 57 . When compared to 
any of the Irish high crosses, their sculpture is very realistic, with a 
genuine characterization of individual characters, such as the repentant 
Mary Magdalen who bows to bathe the right foot of Christ with her 
tears, while in the act of drying his left foot with her hair (Fig. 14). 

Iona is likely to have been the most important point of transition 
between Northumbria and some, at least, of the Irish crosses. At 

56. At a symposium at Leeds in July 1998 I suggested that the Vatican obelisk might 

have helped inspire the Northumbrian obelisk-crosses; I did so on the basis that 'if the 

slender tapering shapes of the Ruthwell and Bewcastle monuments were indeed inspired by 

that of an obelisk, this obelisk is the obvious candidate' in view of the importance of St 

Peter's to the Anglo-Saxons, and of the association of that basilica with the symbolism of 
the sun's course: see E. 6 CAR.RAGAJN, Between Annunciation and Visitation: spiritual birth and 
the cycles of the sun on the Ruthwell Cross, in Theorizing Anglo-Saxon stone sculpture, ed. C. 
KAR.Kov and F. ORTON, Morgantown, WV, 2003, pp. 131-87 (at p. 184). 

57. R. CRAMP, Early Northumbrian sculpture, ]arrow, 1965 (Jarrow Lecture, 1965), p. 5; 

see also MITCHELL, The high cross and monastic strategies cit. (note l 4). 
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The earliest so far discovered, T oureen Peakaun, has been dated as 
early as AD 700; Kilnaruane, Co. Cork, may be up to a century later 59

. 

But the Irish High Crosses with figural programmes seem all to 
be at least a century later than the Northumbrian high crosses. The 
recent work on their political background enables us to see the Irish 
high roses a forming di c1"·te groups of monuments, each group 
the product of a ·eparate ampaign, and each cro within the group 
making a parti ular theological tatement 00 uch statement. may 
well hav had political a weJl a theological point to make: for 
example about the kingship of Christ (and thus kingship in general), 
and (in the sufferings of Christ) the difficulties of the Irish Church in 
the context of Scandinavian depredations. 

Unlike the Northumbrian designers, their Irish confreres attempted 
to represent vast panoramas of salvation history. The Cross at Moone, 
Co. Kildare, is a case in point (Figs. 20-24). The figures are extremely 
stylized, so as to form, in effect, a form of hieroglyphics: knowing 
that the cross would be sculpted in granite, a difficult stone to sculpt, 
the designer probably looked to stylized metalwork forms. Such 
extreme stylization encouraged onlookers to be aware of the place 
of each individual panel within the overall programme of the cross. 
Using the analogy of hieroglyphics, we could look on individual 
panels as words: the sentence, and its syntax, is provided by the whole 

58. See KELLY, The heart of the matter cit. (note 14), and the other studies by D. KELLY and 
M. WERNER. cited in the same note. 

59. On Toureen Peakaun, see G. CHAR.LES EowARDS, The east cross inscription from Toureen 
Peacaiin: some concrete evidence, in Journal of the Royal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland, CXXXII 
(2002), pp. 114-26; HARDISON, The high crosses of Ireland, cit. (note r), I, p. 174; II, figs 
598-99; on Kilnaruane, ibid., I, pp. 131-32; II, figs 441-42. 

60. See especially 6 FwrNN, Patrons and politics cit. (note 3); also STALLEY, Artistic identity 
and Irish scripture crosses cit. (note 5). 
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shape of the cross. In assessing how sequences of panels add up to 
major statements on each cross, I have found the semiological work 
by Professor Casartelli Novelli particularly helpful 61

. 

Above its massive base, the shaft of the Moone Cross is slender, 
like the obelisk-crosses of Northumbria (Figs. 20-21). On the shaft, 
animals, birds and peaceful looking monsters appear. On the east 
side of the crosshead, Christ in glory di play, his wounds (as on the 
last day) 62

. On the other side of the crosshead, two human figures 
flank an abstract representation of a cross and, below, there is a 
(four-sided) lozenge: symbolic references to eternal life and to the 
order of the world 63

. The wealth of animal images on the shaft 
provides an analogue for the many animal- and bird-images at Bewcastle 
and Ruthwell. Christ was understood to be the second Adam (with 
a reference to the Pauline dictum that, if in man [Adam] all died, 
even so in man [Christ] shall all be made alive) 64

. Adam had been 
created, among the animals, on the sixth-day of Creation, a Friday; 
when Christ died on Good Friday, the sacraments flowed from the 
wound on his side. Patristic writers 'insisted that, through these 
sacraments Paradise was restored, with its harmony between humankind 
and the rest of creation. 

The designer at Moone provided a coherent sequence of figural 
panels for the massive base below the slender shaft (Figs 22-24). At 
Moone each day the sun's course encouraged the community to 
recall, in due order, the main events of Salvation history, the ages of 
the world 65

. At dawn, the rising sun shone on the east side, with its 
panels of the Fall of Man, the sacrifice of Isaac by Abraham (in the 
third age of the world) and Daniel in the lions ' den (in the fifth age 
of the world, the age of the prophets) (Fig. 22, right side of base). At 

6r. CAsARTELLI N OVELLI, Segni e codici cit. (note r2) , pp. 45-50, and in particular pp. 
142-56 on the function s of stylization in the Irish high crosses. 

62. VEELENTURF, Apocalyptic elements cit. (note 8), p. 21 I, col. 2. 

63 . On the significance of the diamond or lozenge figure, see ]. O'REILLY, Patristic and 
Inrnlar traditions ef the evangelists: exegesis and iconography, in Le isole britan11iche e Roma in eta 
romanobarbarica, ed. A .M . Lu1SELLI fAoDA and E. 6 CARRAGAJN, R ome, 1998, pp. 49-94 (at 

pp. 77-94). 
64. I Corinthians 15:21-23; also Romans 5:12-2r. 
6 5. The 'clear and logical arrangement' of the iconography o n the base of the Moone 

cross, and that it should be read sunwise, starting at the east side, was already noted by F. 

HENRY, Irish high crosses, Dublin, 1964, p . 39. 
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abstract symb ls: two fish, five loaves and, on either side of the 

i:aves, two my terious living creatures (animalia). The presence_ of 
the flanking animals hints that, in the loaves between theu bodies, 
Christ is to be recognized (Fig. 22, left side of base) 

66
. 

Each evening, the setting sun shone on a representation of the 
Crucifixion: as an early eighth-century Irish liturgical tract reminds 
us Christ faced west on the ro s (Fig. 23, right sid of base) 67

. The 
d;ath of Christ, the second Adam, balances the fall of Adam and Eve 
on the corresponding panel on the opposite side of the base. Below 
the crucifixion, a stylized representation of the twelve apostles recalls 
the end of St Matthew's gospel: « go ye therefore, and preach to all 
nations, even to the ends of the earth » 68

. 

The sun only shone on north side of the base in the summer months, 
and then slantingly. As we have seen, in the middle ages the north 
was associated with cold, dark and the devil. Fittingly, therefore, on 
the north side at Moone we find monsters, the temptations of St 
Anthony the Abbot and, above these scenes, their reversal: Saints 
Paul and Anthony, the first monks, break bread in the desert (Fig. 
23, left side of base, and Fig. 24). Here, the saints are represented as 
seated to their meal: the sculptor is more faithful to the situation as 
described in St Jerome's Life of St Paul. 

Two things are of particular interest about the figural programme 
on the base of the Moone Cross. First, the designer was interested in 

66. 6 CARRAcA1 N, The meeting of St Paul and St Anthony, cit (no te 9), p. 2r. 

67. Thesaurus palaeohibemicus: a collection ef Old-Irish glosses scholia prose and verse, ed. W. 
STOKES and]. STRACHAN, 2 vols, reprint, Dublin, 1975, II, p. 254, par. 15; see 6 CARRAGAIN, 

The Ruthwell Cross and the Irish high crosses cit. (note 37), p . 120; but see the cautionary 

comments ofVEELENTURF, Dia bratha, cit. (note 8), pp. 126-7. 

68. On the relevance of the 'ends of the earth' theme to Ireland and England, see 

O'REILLY, Islands and idols cit. (note 50), and ScuLLY, The third voyage of Connac cit. (note 32). 
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historical progression in a way that other designers, both in Britain 
and in Ireland, were not. Saints Paul and Anthony, those desert 
monks, bring the sequence of Salvation history into what we might 
call the monastic present: a period in which the dominant form of 
Christian spirituality, in ninth-century Ireland as in fourth-century 
Egypt, was that of desert monasticism. Secondly, images of and 
references to the Eucharist predominate on the Cross at Moone as 
they did at Bewcastle and Ruthwell. 

I will end this paper by examining two crosses which also exemplify 
the Irish preoccupation with the shape of Salvation history, and with 
Eucharistic liturgical images: one of the three surviving crosses at 
Kells, and one of the two crosses at Monasterboice. 

At Kells, the Cross known as that of Saints Patrick and Columba 
(or 'The Cross of the Tower'), takes its more usual name from the 
only inscription now legible on the monument (on the base of the 
east face), 'PATRICH ET COLUMBAE CRUX' (Figs. 25-30) 69 . As at Moone, 
the iconographic programme begins on the east side of the cross 
with the beginning of human history: the fall of Adam and Eve and 
the killing by Cain of Abel (on the bottom row of figural panels) (Fig. 
25). Immediately above, the Three Children in the Fiery Furnace 
recall, as at Moone, the liturgical canticle of the Three Children 
from the Book of Daniel. The canticle is again recalled in the panel 
of Daniel between two lions just below the intersection of the cross 
(Fig. 26). Such images of Daniel between two lions were seen as 
figurae of Christ on the Cross, crucified between two thieves 70

• At 
the centre of the crossing (and so at the symbolic centre of the cross) 
there is a square mat of interlace filled with a roundel bearing seven 
bosses in relief (Fig. 26). The Eucharistic significance of these seven 
bosses is made clear by the figural images which surround this central 
panel. Just below the panel, as we have seen, Daniel between the 
lions looks forward to Christ crucified between the thieves. Above 

69. See R. STALLEY, The tower cross at Kells, in The Insular tradition, ed. KAru<ov, FARRELL 
and RYAN cit. (note 29), pp. 115-41; VEELENTURF, Apocalyptic elements cit. (note 8), pp. 
209-10; Io., Dia bratha cit. (note 8), pp. 64-66, 108-r 12. 

70. S. ALEXANDER, Daniel themes on the Irish high crosses, in The Insular tradition, ed. 
KARKov, RYAN and FARRELL cit. (note 29), pp. 99-114; C. H ouRIHANE, 'De carnino ignis': the 
iconography of the three children in the fiery fi•rnace in ninth-century Ireland, in HouruHANE, ed., 
From Ireland coming, cit. (note 6), pp. 61-82. 
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to the me iani titl 'Christ' : the Kell d ign r ha been ju t a 
imaginative in hi vi ual re~ ren e to the 1 tt. r clti a. the earlier 
designers of th Ruth well and Bewca tie « hn ·t ac ~~1med by .the 
bea ts » panel . At I ell., the cro ed fi he act ~s a trans1t1 n~ device, 
leading the eye from the cen - where Im t face avid to the 
·entral mat with even bosses, and from th eve11 bosses back to 
Christ and David. The fishes, in short, can be visually related to the 
seven bosses of the crossing as easily as to the five loaves between 
Christ and David. The presence of the fishes just above the central 
bosses provides the visual key to the meaning of the seven bosses. In 
the gospels of Mark (8:8-ro) and Matthew (15:32-9) there is a 
second miraculous feast, with seven loaves and 'a few fishes'. For 
Mark and Matthew this second feast was not merely a repetition of 
the first, but a symbolically significant development of it. Whereas 
the first (with the five loaves) took place in Galilee, to the west of 
the Sea of Galilee, the second (with seven loaves) took place in the 
Decapolis, to the east of the Sea of Galilee. Whereas the first (with 
five loaves) fulfilled the manna which fed the people of Israel at the 
Exodus, the second (with seven loaves) foreshadowed the way in 
which the same spiritual food would be offered to the gentile nations. 

Medieval commentators usually saw the five loaves as symbolizing 
the Pentateuch, and the two fishes as symbolizing the Psalms and the 
Prophets. As the late-seventh century Irish Expositio Quattuor Evan
geliorum puts it, commenting on Matthew, 'quinque panes, id est 
quinque libri Moysi' 71

. In other words, such commentators saw 
Christ as transforming what the Old Testament had to offer. On the 
other hand, in the second feast medieval commentators saw Christ 
acting as the informing principle of the New Testament. Thus, the 

7r. P.L., XXX, col. 571. 
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seven loaves were seen to symbolize the seven gifts of the Holy 
Spirit, given to the Church at Pentecost. Cummean, who wrote a 
commentary on St Mark (in the mid-seventh century in the south of 
Ireland), summed up the patristic tradition as follows: « septem 
panes, dona sunt septem Spiritus sancti » 72 : for him, the seven loaves 
are the seven gifts of the Holy Spirit. Kees Veelenturf has pointed 
out, convincingly, that when groups of seven bosses recur on other 
Irish monuments (such as the North Cross at Duleek, and the Island 
Cross at Tynan) they usually refer to eschatological expectations, to 
the end of the world 73 . But, as Veelenturf has also clearly shown, 
Christians always saw the Eucharist as a pledge that Christ would 
return in power and majesty 74. The mat with seven bosses on this 
'first' east broad side of the Cross of St Patrick and St Columba, 
precisely because it is firmly placed in a Eucharistic context, has an 
eschatological element in it: it already looks forward to the eschatological 
scenes which cover the 'second' western side of the cross (Figs. 26, 28 
and 29). 

Crossed in the form of the Greek letter "chi", the two fishes provide 
a visual 'title' for the representation of Christ with David just above, 
in the same way that the crossed paws of the acclaiming animals at 
Bewcastle and Ruthwell provide these panels with visual 'titles' 
referring to Jesus as Christos, 'the anointed one', 'the Messiah'. The 
Kells designer was aware that Christ and David were both the 
'anointed ones' (Messiah, Christos), the holy ones of Israel; and that 
David's psalms found their fulfillment in Christ, as Daniel between 
the lions was fulfilled in the Crucifixion between two thieves. On 
the head of the cross David, the prophetic harper-king, is allowed to 
(fore)see the fulfilment of his psalms in the feeding by the Messiah of 
the multitude with five loaves. But the central place on the cross is 
given to a symbolic reference to the seven loaves, the gifts of the 
Holy Spirit with which the Church is sustained in its pilgrimage. 
This central symbol (the seven bosses) is placed between two references 
to the Mass. To the left, Abraham's sacrifice oflsaac was represented: 

72. P.L., XXX, col. 634. 
73. VEELENTURF, Apocalypt.ic elements cit. (note 8), pp. 213-6, and note 4. 
74. The classic text is I Corinthians r r :26: 'For as often as you eat this bread and drink 

the cup, you proclaim the Lord's death until he comes'. See VEELENTURF, Dia bratha cit. 
(note 8), p. 69. 
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saints, equipped with crosiers, sit to their meal m chairs. Behmd each 
saint's crozier, a book-satchel hangs from the nearest arm of each 
saint: the Mass always began with chewing (meditating on) the word 
of God in scriptural readings, before proceeding to the chewing of 
the Eucharistic bread (Fig. 27). 

The design of this Kells ' cross has a simple principle of unity. We 
may assume that, as at Bewcastle with its sundial, and as in the massive 
base at Moone where Christ faces west on the cross, the cross of St 
Patrick and St Columba was originally oriented as it is at present: 
here, as at Moone, the crucifixion is on the west face and so Christ 
faces west on the cross. Thus the morning sun shone on the Eucharistic 
imagery we have just examined and, in the course of each day, the 
sun's course encouraged the audience at Kells to relate these 
Eucharistic foreshadowings to the eschatological realities of which 
the Eucharist i~ a pledge. On the east side, as we have seen, the 
iconographic sequence brought the onlooker from the fall of man 
and the first murder, through the survival of the three children in 
the fiery furnace to a culminating image: Daniel in the lions' den, a 
clear foreshadowing of Christ's crucifixion (Figs. 25 and 26). But on 
the opposite west side of the cross, these Old Testament images find 
their fulfilment: just below the crossing on the west side, and so just 
opposite the 'Daniel' image on the east side, the designer placed his 
elaborate image of the Crucifixion (Figs. 28 and 29). Thus, on this 
Kells cross, the 'morning' eastern Old Testament images find, each 
evening, their fulfilment: the evening sun shines on Christ crucified, 
between Longinus and Stephaton (Fig. 29). If on the east face, in the 
morning of history, Christ was primarily represented in typological 
and figural images, on the west face these shadows give way to reality. 

75 . The Stowe Missal, ed. G. F. WARNER, 2 vols, London, 1906-1915 (Henry Bradshaw 
Society, XXXI and XXXII), reprinted I 989, II, p. I 3. 
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Christ now appears, both as victim (in the Crucifixion) and above, at 
the crossing, as eschatologicalJudge (Fig. 30). At the foot of this west 
side, a panel of interlace, with human heads, echoes the 'chi' or X-shaped 
symbol we have seen in the fishes on the East side (and on the Nor
thumbrian crosses) (Fig. 28, just above the base). In the crucifixion 
scene, Christ's legs are bound, and his garment stretches to his knees 
(Fig. 29). To his right (our left), Stephaton offers him vinegar in a 
vessel on the end of a pole, while on his left side Longinus pierces his 
left armpit with a lance. Above Longinus and Stephaton come two 
smaller figures, which Peter Harbison suggests may represent the 
Sun and Moon 76

• Above Christ's head, an eagle with outstretched 
wings provides an image of the resurrection of Christ ( « renovabitur 
ut aquilae iuventus tua », as Psalm 102 has it) (Fig. 29) 77

. 

The eagle image leads the eye of the onlooker to the culminating 
scene on the monument: the great eschatological tableau at the head 
of the west face of the cross (Fig. 30). Here -Christ stands at the centre, 
wearing a long garment with a cloak over it. Over his left shoulder 
he holds a cross-staff, and over his right a blossoming sceptre. Above 
Christ's head, where the upper arm begins, a human figure (probably an 
angel) holds aloft the apocalyptic Lamb in a circle or mandorla, 
probably a reference to the Lamb of St John's Apocalypse (an image 
which we have already seen on the Bewcastle and Ruthwell Crosses). 
In these eschatological images, the Eucharistic images of the east side 
find their fulfilment. Instead of the mat with seven bosses, we get 
the majestic image of Christ as Judge; instead of the Eucharistic 
prefigurations of Abraham and Isaac, David with his harp, and Paul 
and Anthony breaking bread in the desert, we get proliferations of 
bosses: abstract images, perhaps with eschatological and cosmological 
significance? (Figs 26, 28 and 30) 78

. On the reasonable assumption 
that the present orientation of this cross is the original one, the sun's 
daily course provides a reliable guide to the imagery of the monument 
and to the way in which it was designed to unfold, dynamically, in 
the course of each day. 

76. HARBISON, The high crosses of Ireland cit. (note r), I, p. I IO. 

77. An eagle image, 'the eagle on the branch' provides a visual transition between the 
first and second sides of the Ruthwell Cross: see 6 CARR.AGAIN, Ritual and the Rood, cit. 

(note 9), pp. 143-6. 

78. See VEELENTURF, Apocalyptic elements cit. (note 8). 
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human history from the fall of man to the end of time (Fig. 3 I). This 
meditation on history begins, as on the Kells cross, at the bottom of 
the shaft. In the first two panels, the fall of man (Adam and Eve) and 
the first murder (Cain kills Abel) are juxtaposed to images of the 
establishment of the Kingdom of Israel: David slaying Goliath, 
flanked by images of Saul and Jonathan (Fig. 32 and Fig. 33, bottom 
panel). These first two panels form a visual pair a sort of diptych. 
Each of the two panels has four figures. ach panel contains a scene 
of violence: negative violence, in Cain and Abel; and laudable 
violence when David slays Goliath. In this pair of panels, the loss of 
Paradise, a negative event, is 'answered', and partially reversed, by 
the establishment of the Kingdom in Israel. 

The second two panels also · form a visual and thematic pair: 
again, a sort of diptych (Figs. 33 and 34). To provide this visual diptych, 
the designer has reversed the course ofhistoiy. In historical terms we 
go backwards, from Saul and David and the establishment of the 
kingdom (Fig. 3 3, bottom panel), back to Moses and the Exodus 
from Egypt. By this reversal of the course of history the designer was 
able to juxtapose Moses, striking the rock to provide water for the 
Israelites in the desert, to Mary at the Epiphany, showing the Christ 
child to the wise men (four of them: they are guided by an angel) 
(Figs. 33 and 34). The key to the juxtaposition of the two panels is St 
Paul's statement, of the rock which accompanied the Israelites on 

79. HARDISON, The high crosses of Ireland cit. (note r), I, pp. 140-46; II, figs 472-87; 

V EELENTURF, Dia bratha, cit. (note 8), pp. 62-4, 102-107. 
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their desert journey, that "that rock was Christ" 80
. In the two panels, 

we move from Moses, leader oflsrael, to Mary, type of the Church; 
from God's care for the people of Israel to the Church's revelation 
to the Gentiles. 

Over the head of the Christ Child the star, which also guided the 
wise men to Bethlehem, can be seen (Fig. 34). This detail enables us 
to appreciate the designer's genius. The star, round like a shield
boss, fits in with the multitude of such images on the great ring of 
the Cross (Figs. 34 and 3 r). The designer has transformed the cross
ring into an image of the cosmos itself The ring centres on the 
Parousia: Christ comes in majesty to judge the world at the end of 
time. Below Christ's feet, St Michael the Archangel weighs the 
souls; above his head is another tiny scene, perhaps of angels reading 
from a book of life, or a book listing sins 81

. David, who once slew 
Goliath, and whose Psalter foretold not only the wise kings from the 
East but also the details of Christ's Passion and victory over death, 
now plays his harp at the head of those who are saved, at Christ's 
right side (Fig. 3 5). At Christ's left side, the damned turn from him 
to flee, pursued by a devil, into outer darkness (Fig. 3 6). David and 
his triumphant followers advance towards Christ from the south; the 
damned flee into outer darkness, fittingly placed on the northern 
arm of the cross. 

This great designer has also transformed the upper arm of the 
cross into a skeumorph of an Irish church building: by placing the 
skeumorph as the capstone, the designer was able to allude to the 
idea that the Christian Church itself was 'built upon a rock' (cf 
Matthew 16:18). In the little "church", on this side, there is a scene 
of ecclesiastical triumph (Fig. 31); on the north side, Paul and 
Anthony break bread in the desert (Fig. 38); on the south side, 
Christ enters Jerusalem on Palm Sunday (Fig. 39). We will look at 
the west side in due course (Fig. 3 8). The image of the church 
encourages the onlooker to relate the vision of history on the cross 
to the ceremonies enacted, the sacraments administered, and the 
sermons pronounced in the churches of Monasterboice itself In 
other words, the culminating image of the church on the crosshead 
encourages onlookers to relate the cross's historical and cosmic 
concerns to the here and now oflife in a monastic community. 

So. I Corinthians 10:4. 
Sr. See VEELENTURF, Dia bratha, cit. (note S), pp. 63-4, 113-114. 
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motif, therefo re, a the ·ustentfllio (support, sustainment) motif Such 
tableaux of three figures, in which the central figure is sustained by 
two flanking figures, is found not only in art but in regal ceremonial - in 
ancient Rome, in ancient Israel (the book of Esther) and, indeed as far 
afield as twentieth-century Tibet: the processional tableau was 
enacted by the present Dalai Lama at a teenager, in the Potala palace 
before the Chinese invasion 82

. From the imperial ceremonies of 
ancient Rome, it was taken into the Christian liturgy, for such important 
actions as the introit procession of the Papal Stational Mass. Such 
liturgical tableaux were naturally echoed by Christian art, as in the 
mosaic of Christ flanked by Peter and Paul on the apse of Old St 
Peter's basilica, and the many imitations of that famous mosaic 83

. 

The tableau is echoed in the Book of Kells, in the so-called "Arrest" 
page, fol. 114 recto. On this page, the Gospel text tells us what is going 
on: "Et ymno dicta exierunt in montem Oliveti" - "And, having 
sung a hymn, they went out into the mount of Olivet". The artist 
has, among other things, represented the solemn procession from 
the Last Supper, at which Christ has instituted the Eucharist, to 
Gathsemane, where His Passion will commence. In effect, the artist 

S2. E. ]ERG, Die 'Sustentatio' in der rdmischen Liturgic var dem Hintergnmd des kaiserlichen 
Hofzeremoniells, in Zeitschriftfi:ir katholischen Theologie, LXXX (195S), 316-24. Jerg refers to 

Tibet: see further H. HARREil, Seven years in Tibet; London, 1955, pp. 169, 230, 264, and the 
illustration between pp. 176-77. See also E. 6 CARRAGAIN, 'Traditio Evangeliorum' and 
'sustentatio': the relevance of litt11;gical ceremonies to the Book of Kells, in The Book of Kells: 
proceedings of a conference at Trinity College Dublin, 6-9 September 1992, ed. F. O'MAHONY, 

Aldershot, 1994, pp. 39S-436 (at p. 417). 

S3. See H. KESSLER, Old St. Peter's and cluirch decoration in medieval Italy, Spoleto, 2002, 
fig. I.2. 
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of the Book of Kells fol. r 14r represented the solemn Introit of 
Christ into his Passion 84

. 

The Monasterboice cross unmistakeably refers, like fol. r 14r of 
the book of Kells, to the sustentatio image. The Monasterboice 
sculptors have provided a whole series of images of Christ between 
two creatures, in order to set forth the stages of his Passion, and the 
relations between his Passion and his consequent glorification. Each 
of the panels, below and above the Crucifixion scene, shows Christ 
flanked by two men (Fig. 37). Each therefore is visually related to 
the Crucifixion scenes, in which Christ is flanked by Longinus and 
Stephaton. The small flanking panels lead the eye of the onlooker 
away from, and back towards, the central image of each West side, 
the Crucifixion. They encourage the onlooker to see a variety of 
visual, and thus thematic, links between the Crucifixion and these 
scenes of suffering and recognition. 

Three small panels occur below the crossing. In the lowest of 
these, the references to regal sustentatio are ironic (Fig. 3 7). The 
panel combines elements of an 'Arrest' scene with the representation 
of the Mocking of Christ as King. The small panel directly above 
represents Christ, after the Resurrection, being recognized as king 
and priest by, and between, two figures (Saints Peter and Paul?). 
This panel therefore reverses the theme of the Arrest-Mocking 
below. The third small panel, just below the transom, represents the 
traditio clavium, the handing on of the keys. It complements the scene 
directly below: Christ the King now hands on the keys (his power to 
bind and loose) to St. Peter, and the New Testament to St. Paul. As 
the eye travels upwards along the shaft of Muiredach's cross it 
encounters one scene of suffering in which Christ is paradoxically 
revealed as 'Rex Iudaeorum', and two scenes in which Christ is progressively 
revealed as the risen king and the source of the Church's authority. 
We saw that, on the opposite (east) side of the shaft, the designer 
reversed the narrative course of history in order to create two visually
related diptychs. Here on the west face of the shaft, the designer 
once more subordinates historical progression to visual and thematic 
concerns. Below the great Crucifixion image, at the bottom of the 

84. 6 CARRAGA1N, 'Traditio Evange/iorum' cit., p. 42r. 
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reiterating the rnste11ralio-moti£ T hat motif made I.ear the centrality 
of hri. t t the . ta tu and mis ion of the hurch. But it also visually 
echoed liturgical tableaux with which the designer, and the monastic 
audience at Monast rboice would have been familiar: scenes at 
Mass, for example, in which the chief celebrant would have been 
flanked and 'sustained' by deacon and sub-deacon. As all three panels 
on the shaft refer to kingly power, the audience is visually prepared 
to interpret the great Crucifixion-scene, at the crossing, not just as a 
scene of suffering but also as a theophany, a revelation of Christ's 
nature as God and Man, and of his triumph over death and his roles 
as king and priest of the New Testament. 

The designer of Muiredach's cross used all his ingenuity to present 
the crucified Christ as flanked by a variety of figures (Fig. 37). The 
largest of these, Longinus and Stephaton, are much smaller in scale 
than the figure of Christ, and are thus clearly subordinated to him as, 
in the sustentatio-tableaux on this side of the shaft, the flanking figures 
are always subordinate to the central figure, Christ. Two round knobs 
or heads on either side of Christ's knees are likely to represent the 
sun and moon (sol et luna). Two angels, hovering above Christ's shoulders, 
support his head. At the beginnings of the crossing to left and right, 
outside the figures ofLonginus and Stephaton, are two small figures 
which have been identified by Harbison as the earth (Gaia) and the 
ocean or water (Tellus). Harbison's suggestion is attractive, as it 
would add earth and water to the cosmic symbols of Sol et Luna. 
Whatever about the interpretation of individual details, the intention of 
the sculptors is clear: to multiply references to flanking figures 
(angeli -, allegorical, human and animal) so as to encourage the 

nlo ker to view the Crucifixion scene as an epiphany of Christ as 
man, and a theophany of Christ as God. 

We have seen that the upper arm of the cross is a skeumorph of a 
church building. On this west side, within the little 'church' the central 
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figure, Christ, has his arms raised towards heaven, and is sustained by 
two flanking angels, their wings clearly visible: this scene is thus the 
fourth and final example of the sustentatio-motif on this side of the 
shaft (Fig. 38). Christ's hands are clearly displayed, palms facing 
outwards. The marks of nails are still visible on each hand: thus the 
panel must represent a moment, after the resurrection, in which Christ 
is made known between two angels. As the panel occurs at the top 
of this side of the cross, and as Christ's raised hands reach towards the 
sky, Roger Stalley was surely correct in identifying the panel as 
representing the Ascension 85

. This scene carries one stage further 
the tableaux of Christ's kingship in the three small panels on the shaft 
below the Crucifixion. The angels tum to the onlookers as though to 
invite them to recognise, in Christ's wounded but glorified body, 
God« revealed between two cherubim» (Exodus 25:22). The emphasis 
on the wounds in Christ's hands may be intended to remind the 
onlookers of the second Parousia, in which Christ is to display his 
wounds to those who pierced him (Apocalypse 1:7-8). Apart from 
the various subsidiary associations, the central originality of the panel 
has been to fuse two narrative moments into a single triumphal 
image of Christ. One moment, the Ascension, took place in the past 
(but was each year made present in the liturgy); the other, Christ's 
display of his wounds on the Last Day, is to take place 'any moment', 
at an unknown day or hour: it is an urgent eschatological image, 
encouraging the onlooker to swift repentance. The sculptors have 
created an image which expresses the full force of the prophecy, 
which Luke in the Acts of the Apostles placed in the mouths of the 
two men in white. These appear after Christ has disappeared, and say 
to the apostles « Why are you Galileans standing here looking into 
the sky? This Jesus who has been taken up from you into heave.n will 
come back in the same way as you have seen him go to heaven » 
(Acts 1:11). At Monasterboice the 'men in white' appear as winged 
angels holding books: they appear, not after Christ has disappeared, 
but honouring him and making him known in a sustentatio tableau. 
Their two matching books imply that in this sustentatio the Old 
Testament as well as the New has been fulfilled. The Monasterboice 
artist has created a truly . multivalent image. The ability to create 

8 5. STALLEY, European art and theirish high crosses cit. (note 4), pp. r38-4i. 
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h . t · 1 sequence to thematic and visual patterns. The same or is onca . 
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and north. On the south side, the midday sun shmes each day on 
two images of kingship (Figs. 39, 40). At the end of the south ari:n, 
Pilate washes his hands, in the presence of an attendant and of three 
armed warriors. In Pilate, the designer has _P~~vide~ an i~:ge ?f the 
shirking of power, the avoidance of responsibility (Fig. 40) .. ~irect!y 

b e On the south side of the skeumorph church, Chnst ndes m a OV, 

kingly triumph, towards the west, into the royal city of Jerusalem 
while above, on the gable end of the church-image, the skeumorphic 
finials over the gable-ends echo the X- or Chi-shaped pattern of the 
messianic title, Christos (Fig. 39). Thus, like the historical scenes on 
the east side of the shaft, or the sustentatio-series on the west side, the 
two figural panels on the narrow south side balance each other thematically. 

The same is true of the narrow north side, · directly opposite (Figs. 
38, left side; and Fig. 41). Peter Harbison has convincingly identified 
the scene at the end of the north arm as the beating and mocking of 
Christ (Fig. 41) 87

. This Passion-scene of torture and mock-recognition 
of Christ's kingship is once more answered, and reversed, by the 
image above, on the north side of the skeumorph church. Here (once 
more towards the North, as at Moone and Kells) Saints Paul and 
Anthony, the first monks, break bread in the desert (Fig. 3 8, left side 
of plate). The raven, bringing the loaf from heaven, plunges down 
between their shoulders. The loaf rests in the V -shape formed by the 
crossed staffs held by the two saints. The two staffs are crossed not as 
a sign of conflict, but of faith: they form a clear X- or chi-pattern, the 
visual reference we have seen in the crossed paws at Bewcastle and 
Ruthwell, and in the crossed fishes at Kells. Above, the gable end 
and finials of the skeumorph church again echo the pattern. n both 

86. See C. HouRIHANE, Pontius Pilate, anti-semitism, and the Passion in Mediedieval art, 
Princeton, 2009, pp. I I 2-rr 3. 

87. HARBISON, The high crosses of Ireland cit. (noter), I, p. 146; II, fig. 485; Ill , fig. 866. 
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of the narrow sides of Muiredach's cross a similar pattern is to be 
seen: from Passion to recognition, from mockery to faith. In each 
case, the designer confidently reverses or ignores na1Tative progression, 
confident that the monastic audience can read each sequence 
visually and thematically. 

To conclude: in spite of all the differences in style and structure, 
there are remarkable similarities, in subject and procedure, between 
the high crosses with figural programmes on both sides of the Irish 
Sea. In order to understand the crosses we have examined, we need 
to realise that these monuments were meant to be lived with. The 
static images of a printed book, however detailed and vivid, can only 
take us so far. In order to understand these crosses we need to imagine 
them, as far as possible, in their original monastic setting. All five 
crosses are dynamic objects, which, in the case of Bewcastle, the Cross 
of St Patrick and St Columba at Kells, and Muiredach's Cross at 
Monasterboice, still gradually change · in appearance and visual 
emphasis each day, with the changing of the light. Particularly in the 
cases ofRuthwell and Moone, which have been moved indoors, we 
need to enquire as carefully as possible where the monuments may 
originally have stood (this is easy in the case of Moone, which was 
moved recently in order to spare it from the weather, and where we 
have many excellent photographs of the monument in its original 
setting; it is highly controversial in the case of the Ruthwell Cross, 
which may have been moved indoors already by the early ninth 
century). All five monuments were designed to interact with the 
sun's daily course, and attention to the question of orientation, and 
to how the light would have played on the monuments, helps us to 
appreciate the programmes of the five crosses . Further research is 
needed to see to what extent this is true of other crosses, to what 
extent their various 'local theologies' are coherent, and the various 
aesthetics behind their programmes. Hitherto, the most fruitful 
research on the Irish high crosses has been concerned with identifying 
the meaning, and sources, of individual images: Peter Harbison's 
great work is by far the best synthesis of this approach. Not the least 
of its virtues is the way in which Harbison carefully records the 
opinions of previous scholars, before advancing, and justifying, his 
own carefully-considered conclusions. Now that H arbison's work is 
available, and in the light of the scholarship that has appeared since 
his, we can perhaps begin to see further, like dwarfs on the shoulders 
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0 
giants : t b gin t as es. th_ logic and 'local th_eology'. of each 

· cl' "d I 1-0 • and h w particular scenes or motifs, which recur 1n 1v 1 ua '' 
fr Ill ro to cross, can be pla ed in different contexts_ and reused to 
. k d "ffc rent statem ents. Both of these early medieval cultures, 

nm e t f h . 1 . f 
Northumbrian and Irish, w ere acutely aware o t e visua i_mpact o 
tableaux (such as the sustentatio motif) and the subtle vanan:s that 

be worked in such recurring tab.l aux (as on the west side of 
can th . all h Muiredach's cross). A recurring em . m t ese crosses, 
Northumbrian and Irish, is the Eucharist; they ~ll en_coura~e 
meditation on the various ways, symbolic and human, m which their 
communities can recognize, and participate in, Christ's victorious 
death, resurrection, and future return in glory. Behind the traditions 
of both Atlantic islands, those of Northumbria and those oflreland, 
is a European tradition of monastic devotion, shaped and informed 
by liturgical observance. 

CRED!TS FOR PHOTOGRAPHS A RCHAEOLO GY DEPART MENT, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, 

C ORK: Figs 1-3 , 2 0 -24, 28 , 3 1- 37. THE MANCHEST ER M usEUM: Fig. 17 . MR J O HN 

S HEEHAN , ARCH AEOLOGY D EPARTMENT, U NIVERS ITY COLLEGE, CoRK : Figs 25-27, 

2 9-30, 38-4i. DR R oss TRENCH-jn u cOE: Figs. 4-16, 18-19. 
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Fig. 1 - Ahenny, North Cross, East side. 

TAB. I 

Fig. 2 - Ahenny, North Cross, East side, 
detail. 

Fig. 3 - Ahenny, South Cross, West side. 
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Fig. 4 - Bewcastle, North and West sides. Fig. 5. Bewcastle, North side, 
panel of cross-patterned chequers. 

Fig. 6 - Bewcastle, morning: East and South sides. Fig. 7. Bewcastle, midday: South side. 
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Fig. 8 - Bewcastle, South side, interlace panel with Cross-, 
Chi- and Lozenge-patterns. 

TAB. Ill 

Fig. 9 - Bewcastle, afternoon: South and West sides. Fig. ro. Bewcastle, towards evening: 

Westside. 
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Fig. r r - Ruthwell, first vinescroll (originally North side?) and first broad side. 
Fig. r 3. Ruthwell, first broad side, Annunciation. 

Fig. 12 - Ruthwell, first broad side (originally East side?), incarnation-conversion programme. 
Reading from bottom: r) Annunciation, 2) De Caeco Nato, 3) De Muliere Peccatrice, 4) (upper 
stone) Visitation, and 5) (lower arm of cross-head) Archer with a book-satchel 'quiver'. 

£. 6 cARRAGAIN 
TAB. V 

Fig. 14 _ Ruthwell, first broad side, The Man born blind (De Caeco Nato) and the Woman who 
was a Sinner (De Muliere Peccatrice). Fig. I 5. Ruth well, first broad side, upper stone, V1S1tat1on 

and Archer with a book-satchel 'quiver'. 

Fig. 16 - Ruthwell, second vine-scroll 
(originally South side?) and second 

broad side. 
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Fig. 17 - Ruthwell, second broad side, 'Return from Egypt' and 'Paul and Anthony' panels 
(photographed from the painted cast in the Manchester museum). Fig. 18. Ruthwell, second 

broad side, 'Paul and Anthony' and 'Christ acclaimed by two animals' panels. 

Fig. 19 - Ruthwell, second broad side 
(upper stone), Agnus Dei panel; Oower 

arm of cross-head) St Matthew with 

his angel. 
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Fig. 20 - Moone, towards evening: west 
side of cross. 

Fig. 2 l - Moone, morning: east side of cross. 

TAB. VII 
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Fig. 22 - Moone, midday, east and south sides of base. Fig. 23. Moone, towards evening, west and 
north sides of base. 

Fig. 24 - Moone, towards evening in Summer, north 
side of base: in the desert, Monsters besiege St Anthony. 
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Fig. 25 - Kells, Cross of St Patrick and 
St Columba, morning: East side. 

TAB. IX 

Fig. 26 - Kells, Cross of St Patrick and St Columba, East side, crossing and transom. Fig. 
Kells, Cross of St Patrick and St Columba, East side, right (North) arm, Saints Paul and 

Anthony with book-satchels. 
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Fig. 28 - Kells, Cross of St Patrick and St Columba, 
towards evening, West side. 
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Fig. 29 - Kells, Cross of St Patrck and St Columba, towards evening, West side, Crucifixion and 
Eagle (Resurrection). Fig. 30. Kells, Cross of St Patrick and St Columba, towards evening, West side, 

-second Coming and glorified Agnus Dei. 
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Fig. 3 1 - Monasterboice, Muiredach's Cross, morning: East side. 

Fig. 32 - Monasterboice, Muiredach's Cross, East side, first panel from bottom 
of shaft: (1) Adam and Eve, Cain and Abel. 

TAB. XI 
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Fig. 33 - Monasterboice, Muiredach's Cross, East side: second, third and 
fourth panels from bottom of shaft: (2) David and Goliath flanked by Saul 

and Jonathan; (3) Moses striking the rock; (4) Epiphany. 

Fig. 34 - Monasterboice, Muiredach's Cross, East side, (4) 
Epiphany, with star over Christ-child's head. 

E. 6 CARRAGAIN 
TAB. Xlll 

Fig. 
35 

_ Monasterboice, Muiredach's Cross, East side. , asrJ.t1dgemc~1t, k.ft f omh) :irm: O_nvid and 
the saved gather at Christ's right side. Fig. 36. Mon:isrcrl 01c '. Mt11rcd. ch · ro~s. E.ist 1dc, Last 

Judgement, right (North) arm: pursued by n devil. the d, mncd flee into oucc1· darkn.:ss. 

Fig. 37 - Monastel'boice, Muiredach's 
Cross, afternoon, West side. 
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Fig. 38 - Monasterboice, Muiredach's Cross, towards evening: skeumorphic 
church: Saints Paul and Anthony on left (North) side; Ascension on right 

(West) side. 

Fig. 39 - Monasterboice, Muiredach's Cross, midday: 
Pilate washes his hands (end of south am1); Christ enters 

Jerusalem (south side ofskeumorphic church). 

:E. 6 CARRAGAIN 

Fig. 40 - Monasterboice, Muiredach's Cross, midday, south side: 
Pilate washes his hands and (above) Christ enters Jerusalem. 

Fig. 41 - Monasterboice, Muiredach's Cross, north side: Mocking 
and beating of Christ (end of north arm) and (above) Saints Paul 

and Anthony. 

TAB. XV 
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RrcHTER: thank you very much for your illuminating paper. I want to 
take the opportunity to refer yo11 the earliest written reference to a .Ji'ee-standing 
cross on a monastic site 111itli Irish ancestry known to me. It Offllrs i11 ch. 6 ef 
Book JI of jo11as of Susa's Life ef Columbanus and other abbots. There he, 
an eye-111il11ess describes how Attala, Columbanus's successor as abbot ef 
Bobbio, had himself carried out of his cell to the cross which was standing in 

.front ef the cell, i. e. on the monastic precincts . This was in ca. 625. It is highly 
plausible that the rection of this free-standing cross goes back to Columbanus 
and Irish practice brought with him and passed on to his community. Most 
likely the cross in Bobbio was made of wood. The assumed Columban legacy 
would then bring us back to Ireland in the later sixth century at the latest. It 
may be suggested in parenthesis that such crosses had been part ef the monastic 
sites ef Columbanus's monasteries in Burgundy. 

6 CARRAGAIN: Thank you for that information. The idea that the layout 
and 'symbolic landscapes' of Irish monasteries on the Continent should be 
influenced by the equivalents at Iona is a plausible hypothesis, which merits 
further investigation. 

VAN ETTEN: 1) the Kells ross (the Marked Cross) can be seen as 
apocalyptical, due to the llikillJ! rtltrrck on Iona. What is the reader's view 
on this? 

2) The Cross of Muiredach at Monasterboice could have had the same 
sculptor/mason as the Cross ef the Scriptures at Clonmacnois? Is this a 
possibility? 

, 

ARR.A ' AIN: {rt) ce11 e.s <?.f strife n11d heroism rrre mum! to tl1c Market 
Cro~s ai Kell ·. B11t s11c!t scenes are ce111ml to the Old Testrrme111 as well i11 
part1c11lnr to tit ' !tistorica/ book.~ . Errrly medieval theolo~y also saw 1n./st s 
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death and resurrection in heroic ter111s (IS . 

the great Easter Sequence "Vz' t' ',., 
1
'1 11'.ctoiy 0.''. er the Devil: think ef 

Vi ' c lm(le rnsc 1t1!1 L d , 
itae mortuus regnat vivu ~ " ~arl)' 11 d' I I (/ fl cs , with its line "Dux ti . . . , IC 1evn f ICO/o l · . 

. temes, .particularly in Eucharistic COllfexf!; ~ ~y n .10 stre~sed eschatologtcal 
good scnptural authority (the earliest d , . : 17ic:, E11c/1anst was seen, on 
Corinthians chapter 11), to "show fit:.~c;'pllOll <!f the E ucharistic meal, in I 
comes". 0111 the death ef the Lord until he 

. I have no problem with the idea Ihm tlzr . '. , . . 
heightened the s •nse that as t/·i · r. ii.wig lllliastons should have 

· 111gs were Jal/ii . 
was near. Esch1to/ony is pro1111·11ei· t . I tg apa11, the end ef the world 
I T • I 6 / 111 ater 1 ort/ b · t 1e ms 1 crosses s11d1 as the JVlarket C. . 111111 nan sculpture, as on 

h Vi. . 1oss at fc ells 1 Id . 
to t e 1k111gs 011 t/1e great Irish scrijJf . . I . . · 1 110~1 11ot exclude references 
book (Volume, 1, pp. 143_44) recor~~~h~~~:: .Harbison, in his indispensable 
suggested in the ///Odem scholar!)' rf '. . · ifueuces ro orsemen have been 

M . d 1sc11ss1011 or the arr,,.t k' ''Ch . on u1re ach 's Cross, 1\llo11nsterboice. ~ .,.~ or moc mg 0 rLSt 
(b) Roger Sta/le)''s suggestion ef a si11 f , . 

Monasterboice Kells and C' . r. 'g e mnster-sm/ptor who worked at 
• 1011111nc1101s 1see 1·1ote - ,r 1 

important. It will no doubt stimulate lllllch ) 0 my 1ectureJ. is ro1111i11d1 ~f!, 
years. · · scholarly debar 111 the co111ing 

CA AR TELU N ovELu: geutile prefesso. E 
lice di rincontrarla in questa ettimann cir re. a11101111 Ca/'/'~gain, sn110 fe
mente a L Irlanda e gli Irland . 

11
, Ale ti CJ ~M I/fl ded1cn10 specifica

mo incontro alla Seconda euili~SJ n~. t~ · M edioev?, dopo ii nostro pri-
n'd, svoltasi a Monte A I a~la 1 tu 1 TrtrdoantJChi c Romanobarba-

. · · nge o 1 4-8 ottobre 199 l 
mano e isole brit·anniche nei e oli IV- .9' s~ .tema Mondo ro-
ermen.eutica della Ji . · . VIII 1 ll1 cui ricordo la sua lectio 
. · 11n 1011e r, · ' · • . 

magine nei due 'poli' dell'arfe ;,;~an:;1.i te /lt11rg1cn de! l111.g1./(/ggio dell'Im-
tolo Imitazione e indipend . ~11de 111eval. e, ro~11anrt e nord-111 11/nre, dal ti-

. enza. a a iturO'l '> ro 11 1i . 
ulan. E ricordo altresl ii gentile d . d' /' ~~ . mai~a ~ e turg1e in

ribilita in Italia 511/ r . . . . 0110 1 n wm suoi saggi d1 11011 fad!e repe-
tum/m. ell~ stessa ~~~~1.tofia .;co11.ogrefia _e lit11111ia, specffico delle croci 11or-
le che guarda al linguagg::ku,ra~::~ ~~1trib11to d1~ sloric.o dell'nrte mcdicvn
l'astratto e al/'a111b1rg· uazi'one dell 't rop:olnell espenenza de! ritorno al-

. · · . a sen .tura 111 mmaa · · · ll guard1e Artistiche def N v t . ome nemersi ne e Ava-
sto!ogica' def se no cru _o ~ccn o, '.11t.1oveva all' analisi dellrt traduzione 'cri-

'b I b ' ~ cifo1111e, non 111 quanto 'rappresentativo' d ll 
pat1 o o, en ., m quanto 'si111bofo ' def centr d fl' . . e a croce
dice 'a t.rntto, d I . . . . o e e arm ow a cosN11cn nel co
men h. . e st1c10 m1t1co-cosmogo111co atlestato in lrlanda ne{J/i i1mum . 

- Jr e passage-tomb eretti nel suo territorio nel ta"'do .,.,, "; l 't. en 
,, i veo 1 1co; per 
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torn are a dominare, attraverso "un de plus grand tours de force de l 'art ab
s trait", i nuovi signacula eretti al sacro cristiano nelle pietre 'crociate' dei pri
mi selvaggi romitaggi atlantici e nelle pietre 'crucigene' - le superbe high 
crosses di tipo celtico alte fl.no a 7 metri - delle grandi "citta monastiche" ir
landesi, "un lieu peuplees d'etudiants" e "tout herisse de croix" 1

. I! massi
mo 'santuario 1 e Jocolaio 1 monastico occidentale, la cui abbaz ia mad re e nel
l 'isoletta di Iona, sulla costa nord-occidentale della Scozia, sorto nel modello 
del Deserto monastico « ex Aegypo tranducto » dal diuturno lavoro di 
quella particolarissima "association autonome" e "corp vivant" di 'Jreres en 
solitude", fiorita in quel "lambeau d'Europe qui a saute du neolitique au 
Moyen Age sans passer par l'Antiquite" 2 

- e irraggiatasi nel continente con 
la « peregrinatio pro Christo » guidata da san Colomban.o,fino a Bobbio. 
Cui questa Settimana spoletina ha voluto dedicare un interesse multidisciplinare 
specffico, rispetto ai territori nord-insulari "britannico" e "anglo-sassone". 

I! mio interesse verso i monumentiltesti artistici del sacro cristiano fioriti 
nell'antica Hibernia e Caledonia ha avuto inizio, molti ann.i orsono, dagli 
intrecci-entrelacs connotativi del notevole gruppo di marmi delta Cattedrale 
carolingia di Torino, e in toto della scultura 'liturgica' della "rinascenza ca
rolingia"; per svilupparsi in analisi linguistico-semiotica nel nuovo quadro 
planetario, nuove tematizzazioni e nuovi paradigmi d 'analisi, che la macro
storia del segnico e l' ermeneutica del sacro hanno aperto nel secondo Novecen
to nel complesso, denso e pluristratiftcato, panorama culturale de/la Tarda 
Antichita: in cui, superati i concetti di 'primitivismo', 'decadenza', 'razza' 
e 'barbarie', la forte singolarita dell' arte "irlandese" ha superato la tradizio
nale lettura storico-artistica, di un'arte massimamente 'attardata' in un lin
guaggio dell'Immagine di tipo 'anticlassico', 'arcaizzante', 'astratto' e 'pri
mitivo', in ultimo 'decorativo'. 

Con ii superamento della visione eurocentrica, quindi del primato del
l' arte cristiana di discendenza classica e imperiale, in specie romana e costan
tinopolitano-biz antina, ii linguaggio dell'Immagine per eccellenza 'anticlas
sico', 'arcaizzante' e 'astratto', connotativo dei monumentiltesti artistici 
creati nella pietra, nell'oreficeria e «in codicibus » - eminentemente nel 
"Libra della Parola" - da quella "contre-socihe" di ''paysans europeens qui 
attendent l'aurore en sandales" nelle terre estreme dell'orbis christianus an-

r. Cfr. F. H ENRY, L'Art Irlandais, I, "Zodiaque" , dee. 1963 , pp. 26, r5 6. 

2. R. DEilRAY, Le Feu sacrefonction du religieux, Paris , 2003, PP· 44-45, 52· 
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ti~m1 J, lia co11q11istalo or111ai nelln storia dell , . 
gli <1pporti dw; co ~irlet1i "barb<1ri' . mre nltm11crlie11a/e Jm 1111/i · · paga111 e se1r>·11-scritt . I 
to 11e1 sccoli 1/- I/ITT a/la condend E . .um, w11110 apporta-
creaz ione 'apicafe emi11e11te e pol ur. pa , lo stnf1110 e la.fiw ione di i111a . , are nspelfo nil' a/tr . :r, 
z 1011e 'apicale' occide11tale co 1 ·1 ·1 n c111111e11t llWll!Jestn-

' s ' "' n ~e//z(/ 111e11 rl 111 . 
bu » delle ,v.ra11di basilic/1e ro11/(/11e rl •f ·ec /' V o, a . (Irle « in pari ti -
nelcreazione docta e dives de' . :'d

0

11
1 

-],, , so111111a dell'i1111e11z io-
1 vesco111 e a !ties 11 1. . 

mater ccle:i, ca th lica Pe. 
1

. 1. . a pos10 1cn d1 R1111a . , , . ' mr iz 1011e co11testo . . I . 
ten/I efmitori codice e nrtefatti d fi '{fi sOCl()-C/I t11rale co1111111/-
111edievcile dell ' fllnuaoi

11
e ·d ·f . 11~ omie f! alto 'polari ' de/ li11g11aggio alto-

'5 ' a ct11 111co11fro 11ella " v It I ' d II 
SCCll- a caroli11eJa e discesn In II ·1 d I , . . 

0 
(I epoca e e a ri11a-

ll 
' 17 Ct n e lllf!ttnaaiofi.·a ·· ft 

a a 1111011a aperwm estetico-po ·er . I I A '"""~ ,,,111·a1111. o e11ropeo,. wo 

I 
t tea c ie e 11a11 11ardie A t' r· 1 d I :q 

ccnlo ·1.<111110 co111pi11fo r1erso I a ·t d . 1· " r ts ic ie e 1, 011<'-H I . t e et popo t 11011-europei , 
o asco la to t)lll/ldi co 11 ii 111assi1no inte . l . . . 

111i pem1etro di dire raffellnfiss· l . · iesse a sua 111teressantissima e. 
specffirn def le high ~o. es '.;;.;a de~t~~ e,m1e11e11ticn de/la vi ual rhe J gy 

1
,
1 

at/ e.' a q11ale par/a f' · d I 
111tt((l{!incforte11u:11te 'a 1110110 .. · ' . .1m 111;:11ngg10 e -

r•11ti nei di11crsi territori e a/l/b ·~1.1 0 r1~pct10.a1 ,11101111111ent1 /testi nrtistici occor-

b 
. I . t 1 cost1tuent1 L Europa d II · · · b 

anc 1 111 qt1a11to, n11rrita de/fa f. d' . l . ' e e 111 as10m ar
gypo tranducta > ' l' . 'aa .1z1one ce tica e meditermnea « ex Ae-

1 , e umca arte e1 11 t w vi "p , . t. ,, 
co11test11a/111eute /e Sile mdici p .· .· . n) nus europi:e11s a fo11dare 

I
, 11/11(1/tC, co111e Lei /Ja e11ide11 . t fl . b 
tea e 11ella 111 morin def sacro de/ T. d , 1. . ta o 11~ a s1111 o-

Jonna i . . r: d I ar 0 eo tftco . Donde In speciflcita d Ila 
che ~0110~1 c1;.1cn e e fl(l/ore proprim11e11fe 7i f11rgico , dell' m·re "ir/andese' 

1 pam 111 o tn ra seg11r1 da 'storico dell' 1 / ' /' · d II ' 
11ort11111bre 

11
ei relntivi rp. . n~ e mta ist e e croci irlandesi e 

rizzafa · com 'JI ice dirci . u 11011 1111 ~e111 na essere stnta pie11a11rn11re imlo-
ideologfco a ~'rita;·dare' c 'J1 pe1;11a11ere dt 1111 orienta111e11to, sost 111z ia/111e11te 
spctto a/le' ""co11de . ,,. 11md11/1/e11/e (e anc/1e cro110/ogica111e11te) le pri/l/e ri-

"' 111 ra;z1011e e a 111 'r · ' /t · ' r nlle tc111 rtiche e a/wdicefi. . . . t 101 e fl en.ta . r, q11este 11/tii11e rispetto 
di i11 .. . . I . tg111~tivo d1 r11a.rca elle111st1co-ro11w1w; rmc!te a costo 

co11e1e ll1 ~tt11re tco11ogr'!}1d1e, a mio giurfiz io, nff'auo arbitrarie 
n ese111p10 Jm tutti fn d 1 · ·ifi · d ll · · 

de/fa t11irabile stele/crocelalberoe ;/ ~;:.~(~~:1,~aJ1e-alfacc'.·fia co'.111en- ional.e Est 
Q ' · "..s a Cllt accw conveu 1 l 

11est e 111teml//e/1fe favomta a 11astri i11trecciati - letta l . . on~ e 
11e def Croce.fisso e de/le Tre ~If, .· 1 , 1 • 1 . · qua_ e mpp1 esentaz10-
prio' culturale. a11e a stpo c10. A m10 avv1so 1111 vero 'espro-

Per cui, sul valore peculiare della creazione artistz'ca "irlandese" e quindi 

3. R . DEORAY , ibid. 
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del suo apporto 'apicale' alla rinascenza carolingia e al linguaggio figurativo 
europeo, pari al valore e all'apporto 'apicale' dell'arte «in parietibus » della 
Chiesa di Roma, lo storico dell'arte cliiede ii coriforto della sua competenza; 
e, comunque, la ringrazia anticipatamente della sua attenzione. 

6 CAR.R.AGA1N: Professor Casartelli Novelli, I consider that yoiir studies 
of the relationships between abstract and figurative design on the Irish high 
crosses to beef great importance. These studies (some of which have been helpfully 
collected in a CISAM volume, referred to in note 12 of my lecture) contain 
many insights which, I hope, will be vital in future discussion ef these monuments. 
Particularly valuable is your stress on the cosmological symbolism of the 

monuments. 
One of the important achievements of Harbison's great synthesis (1992) 

was to draw together, and describe with admirable fairness and objectivity, 
the many theories of earlier scholars about how individual scenes or panels on 
the figural crosses should be identified; he himself made a large number of 
intelligent and helpful suggestions about such questions. Having peiformed 
such a iiseful work, Peter Harbison has given future scholars a stimulus and 
opportunity to move beyond such concerns towards the ways in which the ornament 
and panels of individital crosses, taken together; may (or, on occasion, may 
not) add up to convincing theological statements. A related question is whether we 
can discern particular 'local theologies' at individual sites, such as Ahenny, 
Castledermot, Kells, Monasterboice and Clonmacnois. An important part of 
such approaches should be the question of how the interaction between the 
sculpture of the crosses and the daily (and season.al) movement of the sun 
could help viewers to see the 'local th.eology' of their crosses as progressively or 
dynamically enacted in the course of the day and, indeed, of the year. For 
approaching such a question an awareness of the imagery of the liturgical year 

is, as you have helpfully suggested,fundamental. 




